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men behaving not too badly

A

favmite colleague, now emedtus Dean Fo"est Vance, used to tell an affectionate sto<y
about his early attempts to explain his work to an uncle. Finding it difficult to describe to his bluecollar relative the nature of a psychology professor's labor, young Vance struggled for awhile, but
eventually lapsed into a bemused silence. His uncle, clearly not impressed, but nevertheless wanting
to make a positive statement to the young man, slowly opined, "Well, it sounds like clean work."
Yes, a life spent in reading, learning and teaching is, or ought to be, clean work. The trouble
with it is that you can never turn it off. That finely-tuned instinct eventually works without the will
driving it, rather like Thurber's too-sensitive contraption, the combination bridge table and ironing
board that can be heard on windy nights far away in the attic, flopping back and forth on its own
without anyone pushing the levers. A questioning and critical mind never stops, though sometimes
it would be a lot more fun if it did. So if the following ruminations strike you as more critical than
the subjects warrant, put it down to the tendency I've described and move on. These particular
reflections about what it means to be an American at the onset of an age of globalization are an idiosyncratic way of thinking about themes dealt with in other and probably better ways on the later
pages of this issue.
I went to see The Patriot almost as soon as it hit the theatres because I had been looking forward to it since the early come-ons months before. I didn't want to be taken for one of those snooty
types too good for a costume drama. I wanted to be part of the group, a fully accredited American
moviegoer, rooting for the good guys-our side-and taking from their victory a cheering sense of,
if not superiority, at least of rightness. I thought that perhaps, like Amistad and Glory, The Patriot
would remind me of some of the better things in American history, of our potential every now and
then to do the right thing. Or at least for the reminder that an occasional person in our history has
done something good and noble and inspiring. I thought that the movie might help to recover some
of the good sense of what a patriot is, to reclaim the term from its corruptions in the usages of oddball gun nuts or peculiar fringe element militias. And, I suppose I must confess, when Mel Gibson
wrinkles that brow above those blue eyes, I'm a goner.
It's not my purpose here to write a film review, but only to speculate about what happens
when a critical mind meets a movie like this one. What I wanted from the movie was both a confirmation and a revelation: a confirmation of my hope that being an American in the coming era could
be a good thing, and a revelation of something in our history that would explore or present a visual
explanation of that goodness. But instead it seemed to me that the movie wanted to validate those
oddball gun nuts and militias as the true American patriots. If this movie asks and answers any question, the dialogue goes like this: What makes a patriot? Answer: the courage to protect his own stuff
from everybody else. What prompts the protagonist to join the cause is anger and revenge, and
what moves him to stay with it is a desperation born of unbearable loss caused by unspeakable barbarity. This is a long way from the coolness of Enlightenment aspirations to form a more perfect
union in order to resist tyranny and secure the rights of all people to life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness.
Well, all right then. A movie didn't live up to my hopes. Is that any reason to plunge into a
gloomy set of observations about the fate of the American experiment? It wouldn't be if only this

Some
summer movies
give us occasion to
think about
being a
patriot
in a global
environment.

summer's blockbuster were the matter. More troubling is a stubborn consistency across the last
thirty or forty years regarding the essence of American patriotism. It happens that not long ago I
saw part of The Comancheros (a 1961 John Wayne film which-coincidentally-makes a small
appearance in Gary Fincke's essay in this issue of The Cresset.) What makes an American patriot
here? Though the current movie's hero is a plantation owner in America's first years, and the late
western's hero is a Texas ranger in the nineteenth century, the main features of the characters are
disturbingly similar. We see the same willingness to defend one's own property against Indians,
Mexicans and other folks who want to "take it away, " begging the question of who's taking what
from whom. The figure is surprisingly unchanged from 1961 to 2000: the laconic speech, the background of lost love providing a kind of sexy sexlessness, the reluctance to be drawn into violence
combined with an implacable and thoroughgoing ruthlessness in carrying it out, the wry and selfdeprecating humor matched with an un-reflective certainty of personal justification for all actions.
While a slight comic touch might indicate a foible, no fundamental weakness (physical or psychological) is even thinkable. Both Wayne and Gibson embody these traits absolutely-and it is hard to
believe that the American character they both express so perfectly has been so unaffected by any
changes in the world between 1961 and 2000. Facing the icy British, the incomprehensible Indians,
the crazy Mexicans-whoever, the Patriot, in 18th century North Carolina or 19th century Utah,
will lift up his gun and prevail.
And in the 21st century? How will the Patriot comport himself? (The gender of the pronoun is
meaningful here. Women are not patriots; they simply stare out of window frames, nicely lighted,
until the Patriot comes back to claim them.) I am tempted to wonder whether Space Cowboys provides an indication that there are some fundamental changes underway. Certainly it doesn't take a
doctorate in semiotic analysis to see that the term "cowboy" is one to reckon with in American settings. In this well-crafted, high-end summer flick, four old guys make up a team that, though it has
plenty in common with the Magnificent Seven, may indicate that some new values are taking precedence over the old. Yes, they're all still guys, and they're still acting like guys. It's still important to
get it up, bench pressing and otherwise. But even Clint Eastwood's character forgets to change the
batteries on his garage door opener, and plenty of other weaknesses, from thick glasses to the need
for Ensure, threaten reliance on mere macho power. Eastwood as director clearly has his eye on the
depiction of the American hero; his discarded astronauts are too young to be part of the Greatest
Generation, but they've all had thirty years to make lives that work in the actual world of the late
twentieth century. Though they haven't had tickertape parades, we believe in their patriotic credentials. Now that they have the chance to go into space, is it too late for them to be heroes? The film
seems to say that American heroism, rather than being marked by those isolating qualities of the fictional cowboys, might actually be composed of engineering expertise, loyal teamwork, willingness
to be responsible for failure, lightheartedness, religious faith, ability to cope with weakness, awareness of mortality, and capacity for sacrifice. In the film's last shot, Tommy Lee Jones' face mask,
propped up against the moonrocks, looks out into space; it's not the stars and stripes that we see
reflected on its shiny surface. It's earth itself, the beautiful blue marble of which America is only one
beautiful part. If being a patriot is being proud of American values, the qualities of these geriatric
astronauts aren't so bad. Perhaps brains, teamwork, modesty, and faith are the right stuff for a time
when American power in the world could mean a global version of our best, and not our worst,
qualities.
Peace,

GME
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Sharing the Gold:

the dialogues of life and action
Nelly Van Doorn-Harder

Unfortunately, it is a one-dimensional image of God that holds the minds of many people in any
given time and religion. The relationship between God and humans becomes black and white. The
spectrum of choice narrows and no place is left for diversity and plurality. If this becomes a pattern
for religious life, members of each religion will withdraw into their own narrowness. Sharp differences will be created between people of different religions. Even within religions the adherents will
stress their differences with other denominations rather than their commonalties. The result is that it
becomes acceptable to say utterances such as: "My understanding is the only correct one, and you
are an infidel because your view differs from mine. Thus you are guilty of sin. Hell will be your part,
and heaven is mine."
-Abdurrahman Wahid

the ultimate goal of studying other religions: dialogue
During last October's conference at Valparaiso University about the importance of teaching
the non-Christian religions in Christian colleges, Paul Griffith discussed "finding gold" in the other
religions, and Anton Wessels described how one can read texts of other traditions to illuminate
one's own understanding. (See Cresset, vol.LXIII, no. 7, Trinity) Rather than promoting a final
solution, each of these presentations in fact discussed a stage in the process of interaction between
religions. Each stage has its own importance. Many of us who are working simultaneously in the
field of theoretical and practical dialogue use a model that starts at what we might call a dialogue of
life: people of different religions living together peacefully without actually going into the specifics
of each other's religion. The next level is the study of each other's faith. Solid knowledge of religions that are not one's own can then lead to a dialogue on the academic level via seminars, publications and joint research projects. Concurrent with the academic dialogue is the more informal
level of sharing experiences, praying together, and identifying the problems that arise in multi-religious communities. The final level, where knowledge, shared experience and the joint effort of
seeking the will of God come together, is the dialogue of action. Here people shape common movements that advocate justice, peace, human rights, gender equality and ecological justice. (See, among
others: ].B. Banawiratma, "Javanese Culture and Moslem-Christian Dialogue in Indonesia," paper presented at
the Workshop for Seminary Teachers about Muslim-Christian Relations, organized by the Center for Inter-religious Dialogue of Duta Wacana Christian University, July 1998.)

Few problems are as
intransigent as
religious conflict.
Professor Van DoornHarder leads us

two countries in search of inter-religious relations.
My ideas about dialogue are shaped from the experience of living in two countries where
Christians are a minority. In the 80s I set up a refugee agency in Cairo, Egypt, where refugees were
Muslims and Christians from all over Africa. Part of the challenge was to devise programs for counseling and spiritual help. Then, in the 90s I taught at an inter-denominational seminary for the
Protestant churches in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. My main task was to help build a Center for Interreligious Studies. That is why at the end of the meeting in Valparaiso I was invited to raise the "voice
from the field." This voice probably differs from that of the average US academic since it was shaped
in an environment where Christians cannot take their religion for granted. This contribution to
The Cresset is based on my work in Egypt, and on teaching Islamic studies in Indonesia, participating in the life of the local church, and doing fieldwork for academic writing. In this essay I would

through some
possibilities, with
her experiences
as guide.

like to explore several elements concerning learning about the other, particularly the importance of
this learning for young people all over the world. The topic is wide and intimately connected with
inter-religious relations and dialogue. Hence I limit myself to personal observations and developments that mostly took place during the past two decades.
Followers of any religion are challenged to re-confirm their religious identity when living in
the position of minority. On the one hand, they share many cultural customs and habits with their
compatriots of other faiths. So there is the challenge to define what makes them different as Christians, as Muslims or whatever religion they adhere to. Also, there is the ever looming question why
not convert and join the majority? When in a minority position, religions have good reasons to
learn as much as they can about the religion of the majority. Even more crucial, they have to devise
strategies to make those of the majority-in the case of Egypt and Indonesia, the Muslims-aware
of what, for example, Christianity is about. This looks like a simple fact of life. Yet it seldom happens in practice. Christians in Egypt and Indonesia only started to study the Muslim religion seriously when they became aware that society around them had become dislocated due to social, economic or religious pressures. For example, during the twentieth century, in Egypt, Fundamentalist
Muslims regularly began to claim special rights and privileges, disturbing a status quo in which both
groups had seemed to be harmoniously living side by side. These rights were often claimed at the
expense of Christians. Especially during the '90s, many lives were lost, businesses burnt, and a general fear of violence took hold of Egyptian Christians.
Egypt
Each time Egyptian Christians faced attacks from the Muslim community, they reacted with
different strategies. During the '60s their strength was a patriarch considered so holy that both
Copts and Muslims held him in the highest respect. Kyrillos VI regularly called together warring
parties, at times threatening with nothing less than the wrath of God. Also, there are Christian
leaders active all over the country who spent a lifetime maintaining good relationships between the
different religious groups under their care. Bishop Athanasius, who is in charge of the largest church
province in Egypt, is an example of such a personality. During his career of over forty years as a
bishop, he has made a point of visiting Muslim families in his diocese, talking with them and providing them help when in need. I vividly remember the dumbfounded expression of a representative of the German church after he found out that several of the typewriters bought for the bishop's
office one year before had all been handed out to Muslims owning small businesses. "They need
them more then I do, they have families to feed," was the only discussion the Bishop allowed about
this. Charity for all, not just for those of the same body is his motto. He pairs this with constant
learning and teaching about the Muslim faith. He urges his parishioners to understand what Muslims believe and why, including why some can turn to violence.This regularly happens in his
province, which lies on the borders of Upper Egypt where clashes between Fundamentalist Muslims
and Christians and moderate Muslims have been most violent. Yet, in March 2000 the local governor acknowledged in a public speech that "Without Bishop Athanasius our province would be on
fire." Only during the final years of the twentieth century have Coptic Christians started to undertake deliberate attempts to develop lasting models of dialogue with the Muslims. This came from
Bishop Athanasius and from youth groups. Young people realized they had a life to live in their
country and if for nothing else, out of sheer survival, they had to find ways of reconciliation.
Indonesia
When I came to Indonesia it was a country full of fearful people. The government held a firm
grip on every element of society that could potentially divert from its official ideology. Criticisms,
clashes between communities, and disputes were kept at bay by intimidation and suppression. Yet
this same country professed as its state ideology the principles of Pancasila. This ideology, that
gained the status of a civil religion, was based on the acceptance of four major religions present in
Indonesia: Islam, Christianity, Hinduism and Buddhism. The motto was and is "Unity in Diversity."
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The regime strove to create harmony between religions and between the many ethnic groups. The
regime's tolerance, however, was quite superficial. Differences could be expressed by dancing local
dances and wearing local costumes. At the same time the power elite, the Javanese culture, was predominant. Also all the profits coming from the riches in the provinces outside Java were channeled
mainly to the capital Jakarta.
Many understood that this was a frail harmony indeed. That is why Abdurrahman Wahid
started to suggest reconciliation long before the system collapsed. He realized that polite presentations of papers in academic seminars would not suffice to keep the nation at peace when its different sections gained true freedom of expression. The real problems were that in the pluralistic
country with a great diversity of languages, cultures, religions and races the government tried to
unify all those different elements in one happy ideology. The moment the regime fell, the experiment collapsed and fighting erupted all over the country. People started to reclaim their identity,
their religious rights, their lands or their stake in business that had been taken away by immigrants
from other parts of the nation.
"Our country used to be a model of peaceful co-existence between different religions, a model
of inter-religious harmony. Now it has become a model of interreligious war." This remark was
made by a Protestant pastor during a seminar on Abrahamic religions that took place in Yogyakarta
during August of this year. Interfidei, an Indonesian Institute for inter-religious dialogue had organized the seminar. Three rabbis had come over from Israel. Their visit was unique since in Indonesia,
both Christians and Muslims harbor great suspicion toward Judaism. This in spite of the fact that
few Indonesians have ever met a person of Jewish faith, since there are next to none in the country.
The meeting was held in a Javanese hotel surrounded by a lovely garden, where, coincidentally, a
society that holds contests in bird singing met at one of the pavilions. The singing from their cages
on high poles presented an appropriate symbol for the meeting: many voices creating one tune. But
these two were not the only gatherings in the vicinity.
Just down the road the Mujahidin, the holy warriors, were demanding that the Muslim sacred
law of Shari'ah be introduced in Indonesia. They met in a strictly guarded compound. Young men
with neon-green armbands stating "Security" made sure nobody could just slip in and observe. It
was an all-male affair, rare for Indonesia. The guards had donned a garb apparently designed for
the event. In order to re-enforce their Islamic identity they wished to stay away from the normal
Javanese dress for men, a variety of looks that ranges from Western-style pants and shirt to a wraparound skirt with a jacket. So they had come up with a brown-colored gear reminiscent of a Franciscan cassock, including the rope around the waist. Looking at it charitably, they could be considered as dreamers because to them the Shari'ah is the only way to overcome the country's economic,
social and religious crisis. Yet many Christians thought otherwise. They were scared. Christian
schools were given two days off and the students were instructed to keep inside as much as possible.
These two meetings that took place at the same time underscored an important element of
inter-religious discussions. That is, not knowing the other can have many negative consequences,
starting with fear or hatred. Coming back now to the possible stages of dialogue, the first thing to
do is to study about each other. Many countries can be mentioned where people of different religions live closely together, yet know nothing about each other's faith. One of the Israeli participants
mentioned, for example, that when growing up in Tel Aviv he never once met a Muslim. In
Indonesia, students at Islamic schools study Christianity through a book written by a Muslim. A
book used for Judaism started with: "The Old Testament consists of the Torah and the Talmud." (It
has now been replaced). Equally, Christians used works by Christian authors to study Islam. It
seldom entered people's minds to actually learn about each other by closely observing the other's
religious reality.
The example of the textbooks seems innocent, amusing at the most. Yet not knowing each
other can lead to disastrous conditions. Groups alienating themselves from each other through
ignorance can easily move to attacking each other. These conditions start in the home at a very early

age. Ibu Shafa'atun, a professor of comparative religion at the Islamic State Institute told those present at the conference that she tries to teach her son Hasanan to respect those of other faiths. When
she visits a colleague who is a Catholic priest, Hasanan comes along so that he will get used to
socializing with those who are not of his own religion. One day he asked her: "Father Bono is not a
Muslim; does this mean that he will go to hell?" She explained that since the Qur'an has many good
things to say about Christians she did not think he would. A few weeks later Hasanan came home
from the Muslim elementary school he attends. He was upset. The teacher had explained that all
those who are not Muslim will surely burn in hell. None of the children in his class doubted that the
teacher was right. Now Hasanan worried about Father Bono. Here at the level of elementary education an early stage of closed community building was going on. Children were made aware that
the imagined community they shared created and defined their identity. (See Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origins and Spread of Nationalism, 1991.)

The Mujahidin meeting was a vivid reminder of the fact that Indonesian Muslims have been
searching for ways to reassert their religious identity. Since the 80s there has been a worldwide
strengthening of Islam as religion and as identity. The Iranian revolution had a profound impact on
Muslim communities in South East Asia. Muslims became aware of the fact that they could gain
importance by fighting against Western domination. The intensified Islamic identity at times also
led to increased fundamentalism. This phenomenon for example, led in Egyptian elementary schools
to increased instances of animosity between Muslim and Christian students. After researching this
situation further, a director of a school in Cairo concluded that the children at home learned a host
of myths and slander about each other's community. This also led to the creation of imagined communities where borders were redrawn all the way to the playground. Where in the past free social
interaction had been possible, children were now forbidden to play with each other.
Christian churches should have a long history of preparing for these kinds of incidents. After
all, the early church was a church in an alien environment. Nowadays, however, few of its members
are taught even a simple awareness in considering the other. For example, most churches in
Indonesia have not yet been able to start a serious ecumenical movement, let alone starting relations
with those of other religions. Seminaries ignored the need for teachers of Islam. This past August,
for example, the sixth Christian specialist of Islam acquired his doctoral degree. That means that he
was one of only six Christians who did an in-depth study of a Muslim topic.
The churches' attitude of looking inward has been a serious obstacle in understanding the
other and in building structures of peace from times of war and conflict. The Catholic Father Mangunwijaya used to challenge his Church because according to him "non-Christians per se have relatively little place in our pastoral concern and in our spiritual life as such." Another Catholic priest
teaches from Egypt that "the vocation of the Church of Jesus Christ in this world is to be the Sacrament of the love of God for everyone, and to be a sign and anticipation of a new communion among
men and women." (Father Christiaan van Nispen tot Sevenaer Sf. "Our Christian Faith as Lived and Expressed in
Our Society, Today and Tomorrow," paper delivered at Duta Wacana Christian University workshop, July 1998.)

What Paul Griffiths called "finding gold" in other religions during the meeting in Valparaiso,
was named "passing over" by those who were present at the meeting between Abrahamic religions.
The experience of passing over, deliberately experiencing aspects of another religion than one's
own was considered an important element in creating bonds between communities. Intrinsic to the
term "passing over" is that one comes back to one's own religion. A useful example of this experience came from a Calvinist Javanese Christian who felt abandoned by his church during a time of
spiritual crisis. A Buddhist friend taught him techniques of Buddhist meditation. As a result of this
he had found a peace of mind which had greatly helped him solve his problem. The example shows
the importance of the "coming back." The Javanese Christian had not used Buddhist texts to meditate on but had chosen passages of the Psalms instead. Also in passing over one's original religious
identity is not changed radically. In this example the person is still a Christian, but a Christian who
uses meditation as a way to draw nearer to God. (See Gerrit Singgih, "Converted Theology and Religious
Pluralism in Indonesia" in Indonesian Politics in a Time of Reformation, 2000.)
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fragile existences
Many examples can be mentioned of how peoples of different religions can live together in
peaceful coexistence. The problem is that those communities do not live in vacuums but are part of
political, social and economic fields. Forces from these fields can distort the balance between communities. One example is in the Moluccan islands, where Muslims and Christians peacefully lived
together until January 19, 1999. Suddenly, "Moslems and Christians, seemingly without warning,
started to attack one another, burning down each other's houses and killing one another. Thus far,
this senseless confrontation left thousands of people dead and precipitated the devastation of property worth millions of dollars, wiping out much of the economic progress made in the province
since Indonesian independence. (Dieter Bartels, "Your God Is No Longer Mine: Moslem-Christian Fratricide
in the Central Moluccas [Indonesia] After a Half-Millennium of Tolerant Co-Existence and Ethnic Unity," to be
published.) Analysts ascribe what happened to a combination of religious polarization created by the
influx of a large number of Muslim immigrants from other parts of Indonesia, with overpopulation
and land scarcity, urbanization, globalization, westernization and provincial power struggles. The
violence also reflects the lingering influence of Suharto's legacies, especially the old regime's
exploitation of religious divisions. "Suharto did not so much control religious divisions as shamelessly exploit them, often with disastrous consequences." (Robert W. Hefner, The Asian Wall Street
Journal Interactive Edition. August 16, 2000.)
In the transition period after Suharto stepped down, fundamentalist Muslim elements became
more vocal in society. One of them calls itself the Lashkar Jihad, "the holy army for the Holy War."
During the year around 2000 of its members were sent to the Moluccans to "avenge spilled Muslim
blood." This former unknown presence aggravated the already volatile relationships between Christians and Muslims. Another major factor of the clashes is, according to the anthropologist Bartels,
the breakdown of the local traditional law that was used for many centuries to restore peace among
warring factions.
Neither the Muslim or Christian religions had provided a basis for the former peaceful coexistence. In spite of living closely together, Moluccans lacked any real knowledge of each other's
religion. The question of course is whether such knowledge would have been of any help in the face
of the overwhelming violence that has taken place during the past two years. It is hard to say. Yet, if
religious leaders had been more knowledgeable about the religion of the other, attempts of reconciliation might have started before the situation erupted. Also, giving careful consideration to the
indigenous system that worked for centuries, and adapting aspects of it into the Christian and
Muslim religious life, could have prevented bloodshed. The younger generation of church leaders
was more influenced by Western thoughts and teachings. Consequently they wanted their Church
to be modern, not burdened down by ideas of the past on which the original system of negotiating
peace was built. (Dieters, 19,20) The Muslim community witnessed similar developments.

pluralism and religious identity
What happened in the Moluccan islands seems an extreme example that has no relation with
the lives of the average college student in the US. I do not wish to preach Armageddon here, just to
point out that maintaining good relationships among different religions and studying their basic
tenets is no longer a luxury. Today, pluralism is a fact of life in most countries, be it based on language, religion, culture or ethnicity. Differences and variety can be celebrated as a great gift from
God, adding an interesting spice to life. As history teaches us, in many places it also becomes a
source of great strife. As the story about Hasanan shows, one of the main questions in a pluralistic
situation is how to prepare the children to live in such a society. The question is not just about
knowledge and tolerance but also about asserting one's own identity, in this case religious identity,
in a positive way.
During the conference on Abrahamic religions it was mentioned several times that we need to
scrutinize our educational systems. Mostly students are fed facts and knowledge that ultimately prepare them to become useful workers in society. There are few examples of schools that teach reli-
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gion in a creative way. If religion is taught at all, lessons are mostly geared to improving knowledge
about one's own religion. Seldom do schools actually try to instill in students what could be called a
sense of "global ethics." But only with such a sense can a new generation be raised that does not
think in term of "our kind of people" and "those kind of people." It is one of the few feasible venues
available to break through the imaginary walls of imagined communities.
Building a system of global ethics has been a topic of discourse among religious leaders for
years. Hans Kung proposed this in his keynote speech during the Parliament of World Religions in
1993 in Chicago. Yet little since that time has gone beyond the academic level. Developing such a
system requires creative leaders who help build the curriculums appropriate to the local conditions.
These are lacking. Also religious leaders are important because they are able to reach out to those
reluctant to join in. In each religion many can be found who are not willing to cross bridges or "pass
over." They prefer to stress the truth and finality of their own religion and will continue to teach
their children in this vein.
Some examples can be given of leaders in different religions who managed to go beyond the
resistance within their own religions. Romo Mangunwijaya, for example, was instrumental in creating several groups for inter-religious dialogue. Members were students, pastors, priests and all
types of professionals. The activities of these groups range from providing food to the poor, talking
together about problems, to sharing religious experiences, for example by inviting the members to
recite prayers from their respective religion. Bishop Athanasius has set up schools that focus on
teaching English and ethics not connected to any specific religion. Parents go into debt to send their
children to these schools because many are tired of the spiral of violence Egypt has witnessed during
the 90s.
Experiences from Indonesia to the USA show that once people are open to getting to know the
religion of the other, they feel enriched not only because of the new knowledge, but also because it
forces them to reflect on their own religion. One of the Somali Muslims I worked with in Egypt
wrote in his thank you note after he left for Australia: "I thank your church program for making me
a better Muslim." In a different way the importance of experiencing the religiously unknown came
up during a meeting at Duke University. The topic of discussion was how students could become
aware of their potentials for church ministries. Making a three-week trip to Israel together was
mentioned as a model that works. That will help students to gain new experiences, taste new food,
smell new smells and talk with Jews, Christians and Muslims. This stimulates discussion, reflection
and bonding. Nobody seemed fearful that experiencing the religions of Israel will lead to sudden
conversion of the students. Even if a zealous member of the other religion attempts to impress the
superiority of her faith on you, this does not automatically imply bad intentions. I was very
impressed when a member of a conservative, closed Muslim group announced during a Quran study
that "We now all take a moment to pray for Nelly's conversion to Islam because we hope she can be
with us in heaven."
Finally, to students all over the US learning about other religions is not merely an academic
exercise. Looking from Valparaiso, we witness, for example, a growing Muslim community in
Chicago and meet many Muslim professionals who are living nearby in town. These people are
becoming our neighbors. Students not only have to be informed about the other religions, they can
also learn to identify with the stranger in their midst. As was mentioned before, learning about
others and meeting them helps students to reflect on their own religion. Both colleges and churches
can be proactive and not repeat the mistake made by churches like the ones in Indonesia. Wim Bijlefeld, who spent a life time teaching about Islam and models of dialogue once called learning about
other religions, "Nothing less than our Christian duty." If nothing else, it is a Christian virtue to be
hospitable to neighbors and strangers rather than condemning them to hell before becoming
acquainted.

f
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Let's Eat Pancakes!:
how Dostoevsky nourishes God's people

Thomas Wood Mundahl

When Fyodor Mihailovich Dostoevsky's three-year-old son Alexei died of a seizure disorder in
1878, the novelist, then at the height of his powers and popular acceptance, found his life torn
apart. To find comfort and guidance in his grief, he traveled with his young friend, the philosopher
Vladimir Soloviev, to meet with the renowned Starets Amvrosy at Optina Pustin Monastery just
outside Moscow. Although we do not know precisely what Dostoevsky experienced during this
quest for solace, we see both the process of this grief therapy and the results in The Brothers Karamazov, completed in 1880. In this vast novel, "in sure and certain hope of resurrection to eternal
life," Dostoevsky names his hero Alyosha, the diminutive or pet name for Alexei. In making this
connection to his personal experience, Dostoevsky intends to provide something of his own received
courage and comfort for the entire community of faith.
Courage and comfort are particularly crucial in an age when the manifold activities that make
up the life of faith-spirituality and worship, the discipline of theology, evangelism and serviceseem more fractured than whole. In the face of this fragmentation, Dostoevsky provides integrating
hope. Certainly if our era has seen Max Weber's characterization of life as "a polar night of icy
darkness" (128) fulfilled, a reading of Dostoevsky can shine a unique light into that darkness. Imprisoned as a young writer for his participation in the reformist Petrashevsky Circle in 1846, Dostoevsky was not broken by the suffering. Rather, in a Siberian prison with the Gospels as his only
reading matter, and, later, in exile, he found renewed faith and a sharpened understanding of human
psychology. As a maturing writer, he was able to find his way through the darkness of a terrible
gambling addiction. And his final artistic statement, The Brothers Karamazov, joyfully claims that in
the light of faith, tears of grief will be dried.
Celebrating The Brothers Karamazov as just such a source of spiritual integration, the late theologian Donald Nicholl claimed, "The Karamazov brothers are the best teachers of religion in the
late twentieth century; better, I am certain, than contemporary theologians." (Nicholl 1980,30)
Overlooking a perhaps too-provocative slap in the face of contemporary theology, attention to Dostoevsky's best work can remind contemporary readers of God's presence in the face of evil and
hopelessness, renew our love and care for God's whole creation, and teach us as we begin a new
century that "the past is not really past. "

Pr. Mundahl's study
shows how the
Russian writer's
faith makes his
writing meaningful
for any reader,

God's presence in the face of hopelessness and evil
If there was any theme that hung in the Russian air like smog in the last half of the nineteenth
century, it was the cry for social, economic, and political reform. How could this vast empire with
its labor-intensive agriculture, small industrial class, and often parasitic nobility connect with the
"progress" of Western Europe? Not surprisingly, as a young military cadet and writer, Dostoevsky
himself was caught up in the armchair Fourierist radicalism of the Petrashevsky Circle, and took
part in discussing plans to procure a printing press with the Palm-Durov Group. Ironically, Dostoevsky would later claim that his arrest, mock execution, and years of exile "saved him." What was it
he needed to be saved from?

but especially
for the
Christian.

We find something of his own answer to that question in his best-known novel, Crime and
Punishment. It concerns just such a young radical, with a significant difference. Where Petrashevsky
era radicals had maintained at least lip-service connection with the values of the Christian faith (if
not active participation in the Orthodox Church), after Dostoevsky's return from exile in 1856,
and the Emancipation of the Serfs in 1861, a significant group of critics, typified by Dmitri Pisarev,
began to claim that the only hope for real change lay in a total rejection of society's values, including
religion: "Strike right and left, no harm will come of it: what resists the blow is worth keepingwhat flies apart is rubbish" (Frank, 70). No wonder Dostoevsky named his young hero "Raskolnikov" (from raskol, meaning "schism" or "fragment") a reference to the schism that represented to
the author reform's fatal turn toward nihilism.
Poverty-stricken university drop-out Rodion Raskolnikov literally "strikes left and right" with
an ax, murdering a pawnbroker and her retarded sister. Initially, this is a murder with what reformers
might call "theoretical justification." Because of Raskolnikov's insight into the social conditions of
his day, he believes himself called to be a "Napoleon," capable of overstepping moral and legal limitations in order to punish this pawnbroker, a leech on the community. His arrogance is accompanied by vague plans to use the stolen money for some unspecified social improvement. It is not long
before this self-styled great man finds himself unable to sustain the project. Close to disintegration,
he confesses his crime to Sonya Marmeladova, a sensitive young woman forced to support her
family by using her license for prostitution. Raskolnikov recognizes that this murder, far from being
part of the world-historical process of social development, has been nothing more than a common
brutal killing. Desperately, he begs Sonya to read from the New Testament. As she reads the story of
the raising of Lazarus from John 11, the narrator comments, "the candle end that had long since
burnt low in the twisted candlestick, dimly lit the ratty room and the murderer and the harlot [the
Russian word is bludnitsa, a word which connects Sonya with Mary Magdalene], who had come
together so unexpectedly to read the eternal book" (402). There is no instant conversion, but as
Raskolnikov begins his Siberian exile, it is clear to the reader that at least a dim candlelight burns
through the evil of this murder.
Not murder, but the death of his spiritual mentor, Elder Zossima, propels Alyosha Karamazov
to a similar intensity of despair. Modeled on Starets Amvrosy of Optina Pustin, Zossima combines
worldly experience as a soldier with rich gifts in spiritual direction. Upon his death, the entire community of monks anticipates breathing the sweet odor of his saintliness. But this is not to be. As one
of Zossima's rivals in this typically loose-knit Russian monastic community gloats, "He got himself
stunk," his body's decay a sure sign that his famous piety was mere illusion.
Deep disappointment shakes Zossima's young protege, Alyosha. Not only has his trust in his
teacher shriveled; Alyosha finds himself without direction or hope. Only the habits of loyalty keep
him from abandoning Zossima altogether. And it is in his loyal adherence to monastic custom that
something remarkable and unexpected happens. As he kneels beside the foul body of his mentor listening to the reading of the story of Wedding Feast at Cana, in his dreamlike state Alyosha experiences the presence of Zossima, "the little wizened old man with fine wrinkles on his face" among
the guests drinking "the wine of new and great joy."
In ecstatic relief, Alyosha bursts from Zossima's hermitage with all the power of new life. The
Milky Way stretches across the velvet sky, the autumn flowers send out their scent, but it is to the
earth that Alyosha throws himself:
He did not know why he was embracing it, he did not try to understand why he longed so
irresistibly to kiss it, to kiss all of it, but he was kissing it, weeping, sobbing, and waterir.g
it with his tears, and he vowed ecstatically to love it unto ages of ages .... He fell to the
earth a weak youth and rose up a fighter, steadfast for the rest of his life. (362-63)
As Simone Weil, a great lover of Dostoevsky, commented, "The tremendous greatness of Christianity comes from the fact that it does not seek a supernatural remedy against suffering, but a
supernatural use of suffering" (187). It is only in the dark mist of living that God's presence becomes
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clearest. As Luther wrote in Thesis 20 of the Heidelberg Disputation of 1518, "That person deserves
to be called a theologian, however, who comprehends the visible and manifest things of God through
suffering and cross" (quoted in Forde, 77). All real theology and faithful experience of God comes
as Bonhoeffer claimed, "from below" (17), through the experience of despair and disappointment
to the surprise of resurrection.
Because God is truly present in the midst of suffering, hopelessness, and evil, it is no surprise
that as an epigraph for The Brothers Karamazov Dostoevsky points to Jesus' words in John 12:24:
"Very truly I tell you, unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it remains just a single
grain; but if it dies, it bears much fruit." This was Dostoevsky's experience. As he was writing The
Brothers Karamazov, he scribbled in his notebook that "my hosanna has passed through a great furnace of doubts" (Mochulsky, 650).
love for God's whole creation
That this is a fruitful creation worthy of love and care becomes increasingly clear in Dostoevsky's later work.!.<. we have seen, Alyosha Karamazov responds to his vision of Elder Zossima at
the wedd!i1g feast by embracing the earth and watering it with his tears. Even Raskolnikov shows
disg'.:.~t with the "superman" theory in Crime and Punishment by kneeling at the crossroads in St.
fetersburg's notorious Haymarket and kissing the earth. Nothing could contrast more to living by
theories of self-assertion which "permit everything" and lead to murder. Nothing could be a clearer
sign of repentance for Dostoevsky than reconnecting with the dust of God's creation, a sign of
recovery of the gracious calling to our first parents to care for the Garden and its blessings.
This theme is most clearly voiced in the essay, "Land and Children," published as part of Dostoevsky's Diary of a Writer from the summer of 1876 while he was taking the waters at Ems in Germany. Lamenting the innumerable children that seemed to spring from the very pavements of the
cities of Western Europe and, increasingly, St. Petersburg, he claims, "I do not separate land from
children" (95). From a practical point of view, Dostoevsky calls for community garden plots and
parks to be available to all children and families, and that schools be located in parklike settings.
But this is more than a foray into urban planning. Dostoevsky means it to be an integral part of
his critique of the artificial life which results in anything but the longed-for utopia. "Humankind
had never before seen such cities as appeared in the nineteenth century. These are cities with crystal
palaces, international expositions, international hotels, banks, budgets, polluted rivers, railroad
platforms ... all surrounded by factories and foundries" (96). Even by his own time, Dostoevsky
claims, that experiment has gone on long enough; the results are already in: urban degradation of
family life, long hours and child labor in factories, and increasing pollution of water and air. The
only solution can be a new development, a "third phase" beyond that of feudalism and bourgeois

capitalism. A new humanity "will be restored in the Garden. And so it goes: castles, cities, then the
Garden" (96).
That this is more than a political-economic program, and that capitalization of the word
"Garden" is very intentional, is made clear in The Brothers Karamazov. Even though the action is
set in the smaller city of Staraya Russa, the issues of the novel spill directly from urban debates
which have turned toward propaganda techniques no longer moderated by religious values and
have begun to sanction violence. For Dostoevsky, one of the signs of spiritual breakthrough from his
contemporary ideology and its attendant urban squalor is renewed love for the earth. Nowhere is
this better captured than in the deathbed teaching of Elder Zossima:
Love all of God's creation, both the whole of it and every grain of sand. Love every leaf,
every ray of God's light. Love animals, love plants, love each thing. When you love each
thing, you will perceive the mystery of God in things. (319)
Dostoevsky has not been alone in calling for the renewal of the Garden. From the writings of Simone
Weil, the essays of Wendell Berry and Michael Pollan to the works of today's Deep Ecologists there
has been a sense that the dangers of urban sprawl and unchecked pollution can best be countered by

loving attention to God's creation implied by the concept of garden. Seldom has the power of this
image been more convincingly portrayed than in the short film, "Growing Season," describing The
Garden Project at San Francisco County Jail, a program developed by Catherine Sneed. Using eight
acres of county land, in 1988 Sneed began to teach inmates to grow organic vegetables. The goal is
not only to grow good vegetables; it is also to teach prisoners self-respect by exposing them to natural processes that most of them could not even imagine. And the program has been successful. Not
only is produce distributed to San Francisco area soup kitchens, but a program has been developed
for those leaving jail to continue their horticultural education growing strawberries for local bakeries and cafes. As one participant remarked, "If I can take care of this fava bean, why can't I take
care of myself?"
While in view of the huge number of men and women imprisoned in the US the results of this
gardening experiment may not be statistically significant, it is encouraging to know that as these
prisoners learn to garden, their recidivism rate is not only lower, but they experience the restorative
power Dostoevsky saw in God's creation.
the past is not really past
Dostoevsky would not be surprised that the hope he held for gardens in the 1870's would be
realized among inmates "springing from the pavements" in the San Francisco Bay Area. He believed
that "the past is not really past. " Of course, this is not actually Dostoevsky's phrase, but the observation of Russian scientist, mathematician, priest and theologian Pavel Florensky. As a result of
immersion in the writings of Dostoevsky, as well as his own theological reflection, Florensky wrote
these words in 1919 to his wife: proshloe ne proshlo "the past has not passed away" (Nicholl: 1997,
190).
Time and again in his essays and fiction, Dostoevsky alludes to the power of memory. Recognizing the difficulty for children growing up in all times and places, the author's theological alter
ego, Elder Zossima, reminds us that what is true for him is true for all. "No memories," claims Zossima, "are more precious than those of his earliest childhood in his parental home, and that is almost
always so, as long as there is even a little bit of love and unity in the family" (290). This respect for
the power of memory is echoed in the concluding scene of The Brothers Karamazov, where Alyosha
(who carries the meaning of Dostoevsky's own son Alexei's life) calls upon a group of young, teenage
boys to remember their friend Ilyusha, who has just died of consumption:
Let us agree here, by Ilyusha's stone, that we will never forget-first, Ilyushechka, and
second, one another. And whatever may happen to us later in life, even if we do not meet
for twenty years afterwards, let us always remember how we buried the poor boy, whom
we threw stones at-remember, there by the little bridge?-and whom afterwards we all
came to love so much .... Let us never forget him, and may his memory be eternal and
good in our hearts now and unto ages of ages. (774)
This last phrase from the hymn, "Memory Eternal," sung at the close of the Orthodox funeral
liturgy, reminds us that Dostoevsky intends more here than human memory. As grief is entrusted to
the memory of God, "who weeps with those who weep," we can be comforted in the knowledge
that even Christ's cry of forsakenness is not the end of it. As Jurgen Moltmann writes,
The crucified Christ consoles us by bringing the love of God and the fellowship of the
Holy Spirit into the abysses of our suffering and the hell of our lostness, so that we do not
drown in pain but with him take heart again, and get up, and believe in the victory of life
over death: 'I live, and you shall live also' Gohn 14:19). (127)
As even the grieving memory is handed over to "the memory of God," the brokenness of history
and biography will be mended. The power of God's story-from the Garden, to the Wedding Feast
at Cana, to cross and resurrection-carries along the human story and gives it coherence, especially
when the story is shared in a community of memory.
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While the power of memory in the life of faith will never be fully understood, it provides hope
even in the face of the most serious challenge to faith a Dostoevskian character was ever to issue:
Ivan's "poem" from The Brothers Karamazov entitled, "The Grand Inquisitor." The outlines of this
chapter are well known. Ivan Karamazov sets his drama during the Spanish Inquisition, most intense
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. During a particularly violent period in this movement to
"purify" the church, "He appears quietly" (249). The blind have their sight restored, and once more
a young girl is resuscitated. At this, the Cardinal, who is Grand Inquisitor, moves into action. In
order to spare the faithful masses from the terror of freedom and to insure their childlike happiness,
he must do again what was once done on Golgotha: sentence this savior to death. The Christ's only
reaction to the Inquisitor's long discourse and sentence is a gentle kiss.
After sharing his "poem" with brother Alyosha, Ivan not only has revealed his disconnection
from God, he fears the loss of Alyosha too. But Alyosha reacts to Ivan's fear in a loving, if unoriginal, way; "he kisses his brother on the lips." As a laughing Ivan charges Alyosha with 'literary theft,'
he confesses, "If, indeed, I hold out for the sticky little leaves, I shall love them only remembering
you. It's enough for me that you are here somewhere, and I shall not stop wanting to live" (263).
Ivan realizes that one must live in a community of memory or face chaos-literally empty space.
Remembering Alyosha will give the despairing Ivan connection with the God Alyosha trusts and
thus provide sufficient reason to continue living. What will soon become past for Ivan will always
be present, for proshloe ne proshlo, in the mystery of God, nothing is ever really gone.
conclusion: "let's eat pancakes."
As Alyosha concludes his speech at the stone, calling his young friends always to remember
Ilyusha, he invites everyone back to the funeral lunch, "to eat pancakes,'' delicious Russian sourdough blinis. Far from being a sign of disrespect for the dead, this eating together, says Alyosha, is
"an ancient eternal thing in which there is much good." What could portend the Supper of the
Lamb more vividly than shared, earthy eating in the face of death?
And that is just what Dostoevsky provides for the contemporary reader-rich fare: blinis with
sour cream, syrup, and berries, to nourish faith. Is it too rich for believers (especially Lutherans)
skeptical of transforming grace in a world where we are clearly simul iustus et peccator? A wise
commentator on today's spiritual scene has written, " ... fear of blunting the radical edge of justification has perhaps kept us from exploring more fully how God's grace truly does act in us and the
world toward real justification" (Dahill, 74). Some fear that finding courage and comfort in the
simple and ancient customs of eating together and celebrating God's creation will deter us from
spiritual growth. There have always been those of faith who regard eating with suspicion. Even
Elder Zossima's opponents did not hesitate to point out that he took cherry jam in his tea and loved
sweet things. But as long as we hold that the created is capable of transmitting even more (finitum
capax infiniti), we can find, with Dostoevsky, hope in the face of hopelessness, love for God's creation, and the gift of memory both summarized and symbolized in the simple act of eating pancakes
together.
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NEXT BREATH
A cry that tried the old fog
of Being waits, suspended
for the next breath.
From this gap
the universe extends
a slow arm
over the night room
where she waits
by her son, one hand
over his back,
like a blessing,
or a prayer:
"Wealth of my life,
depth of my love,
breathe."

Lynnell Edwards
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The Darkness Call
Gary Fincke

Between ou' upstai<S bedwom and the the neatest window of ou' neighbo<S, moss the
arm's length of the space between our second-floor rentals, my father, during the last month of my
mother's pregnancy with me, strung a clutch of cans. He worked nights, and he needed to know, in
case of emergency, my mother had a way to make a darkness call. He counted on our neighbors, a
minister and his wife, to be sober, something he didn't expect from the couple downstairs, both of
them drinkers. Moreover, those church people had the only phone and the only car on our block.
My father worked in a bakery located an uphill mile away. In July, 1945, the minister's wife
woke from sleep to the rattle of cans, called the bakery, and helped my mother down the stairs. I
was ready to be born, about to open my eyes on the great flash of the A-bomb from Socorro. I was
about to hear my father sing the miracle of his brothers all safely home and to learn war could be
won by brains.
Birth was a cord of rattling cans. In every picture of the first astonishing cloud over New
Mexico, my mother clutches that string and knows my father will take six minutes and thirty seconds to reach where she pants in the pastor's car, waits for him to grow large and white, his apron
twisted sideways like a shredding sail.
ii.

"Play Nuclear War, a fast-paced comical card game for 2-6 players of all ages."
If I weren't standing in the historical museum in Los Alamos, I would think somebody is making
this up, but there's more to this display. For instance, Up an Atom, which, according to the copy on
the box, I could learn to play in fifteen minutes.
There are dozens of such curiosities: A picture of an Atomic Cake from Time Magazine, tiny
models of battleships floating on blue icing under a mushroom cloud concocted of whipped cream.
An Atom Bonnet shaped like the familiar mushroom worn by a woman in a Los Alamos Easter
Parade.
And then I'm happy to see a placard that explains how women, earlier in the century, had
fainted on the way up, frightened to blackouts by the cliff when they came to visit their sons at the
Los Alamos Ranch School, a sort of year-round Boy Scout camp for the very rich. Driving up the
mountain to Los Alamos an hour before, I'd regretted my date of birth and the fifty-one years of
associations that had driven me to seek out a sort of belated double golden anniversary for myself
and the atomic bomb. A sheer drop formed a few feet to the right of our rental car, and when the
road narrowed to two lanes near the top of the mesa, a line of impatient hornblowers had formed
behind my pace of twenty-five miles per hour.
My wife sees my joy. "Those women weren't on a paved road," Liz reminds me. "Most of
them were relying on the surefootedness of horses and the handling of men," and I follow the list of

Memories of being
a child of the
Cold War bring
author Fincke
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alumni from Bill Veeck to Gore Vidal before I pass on to the Bikini bomb test exhibit, the first displayed photographs taken after my birth.
Operation Crossroads, the display says, and I learn at once that, after Nagasaki, no other bombs
were detonated until the United States set off two more in July, 1946. "To scare the shit out of the
rest of the world," a thin, stooped man says from my left. He moves closer to me, dragging a bottle
of oxygen, his breath hissing like an aged Darth Vader's. While I give him a minute to settle, I read
about the plans for a scuba diving resort that will make use of the scuttled fleet of target ships, how
tourism might bring somebody back to an area contaminated by years of atomic testing.
"You know," the old man says, "they shut down my Vandergraaf Generator, and then they confiscated the physics books at the college where I taught in Florida. And they cut out the pictures
from the journals. Imagine sending people to all those libraries."
"I was born almost to the day of the first test," I say.
He hisses three times, long enough for me to think I've been stupid to say it. Finally, he asks,
"Your father an educated man?"
"No," I say, and he relaxes.
"Well, he didn't know what he was getting you in for then, most likely."
The way down is a lot easier because the car is in the lane nearest the uphill cliff. I don't worry
about swerving into a wall of rock, become so confident I look for a spot to pull off for pictures.
Even Liz, who would rather be shopping in Santa Fe, appreciates the choice of sites to develop the
bomb. "It was meant to be inaccessible," she says. "If you were a spy, you'd have a hard time leaving
without being noticed."
''And yet somebody did," I say when I park and walk at once to the edge, trusting my feet more
than the rental car. "I remember the first Russian A-bomb test. It's one of the first memories I have.
1949, the year my Great-uncle Willy bought the first television in our family, and my father bought
our first refrigerator."
We watched The Goldbergs and Mama and The Life of Riley on my uncle's blonde Magnavox
when we visited on Friday nights. My mother peeled apples for coffee cakes my father would bake
while we were asleep. Except for Jackie Gleason, and then William Bendix, it seemed as if all the
men on night-time television had accents. Soon enough, an actor on the Goldbergs was fired because
he was suspected of having Communist sympathies. No matter what the precautions, the A-bomb
secrets had reached to the Soviets. Their first bomb was a duplicate of Fat Man, the one the United
States had dropped on Nagasaki.
111.

tv. The day before, in Santa Fe, Liz had dragged me into an old church which charged admission
to see its "miraculous staircase." Inside, the double helix of the stairs spiraled behind barriers so
tourists wouldn't test it after they'd been told it should collapse, according to some architects, when
climbed. I thought of the huge ants of M.C. Escher crawling up and down to emphasize the optical
illusion of those stairs turning inside out and upside down as they searched for an end to the trick of
architecture.
We listened to the piped-in voice of the church claim a carpenter traveled by donkey to tell the
nuns he would build them the staircase they needed to reach the inaccessible choir loft. After another
glance, I sat in a pew and watched my wife take pictures. In front of me were three women who
knelt and signed themselves, and two men wearing headphones that were telling them to look left,
then right, then up and behind them.
According to the free public voice, the carpenter had built the staircase and disappeared
without accepting payment or providing railings. On the morning of the nuns' first climb, they cautiously crept upward to sing. And then, faced with descent on those coils, they hesitated, then froze
on the upper loop until, one by one, they dropped to hands and knees to crawl that spiral back to
earth.
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v.
By second grade, the threat of Soviet A-bombs targeted to Pittsburgh, the steel mill capital of
the world, sent us into biweekly bomb drills. My family moved three miles further from Pittsburgh,
but a year later everybody in my new grade school practiced hugging the basement walls to save
ourselves from the A-bomb. I thought my new teacher looked old enough to die even if nothing fell
from the Pittsburgh sky. She had grayer hair than my grandmother who was already dead. She could
have been on my Sunday School program cradling children in her arms and repeating old women's
prayers against flood and fire.
Later, we climbed the cement stairs, filed through the halls, refilled the classrooms like water.
The next plane made me foresee the first tumbling bomb while my classmates were singing
''America" as if it were something besides curriculum.
That summer McCarthy repeated himself to the army on television, and I was sitting against a
friend's game room wall when I heard his father say "Fuck you" to the screen. I looked to see what
was more obscene than the bomb, but there were just words. He took us downstairs. He showed us
bottled water, the cans of Spam, and the radio that marked all the frequencies for woe. "You listen
to this," he said, and I heard the noise of a construction site: jackhammers, heavy machinery, the
whisper of passing cars.
There were spiders on the walls; there was a shell so dry in a giant, corner web, I tried to figure
what flavor it might have been. I stared at the cinderblock. He'd painted it light blue because it said
comfort, what they'd need, maybe, for years, his work aligned with half-life. In September, my old
teacher's permed hair was blue under the school's new fluorescent lights. She laughed about the
effect of radiation on gray when I asked her how it turned that way.
vi. We spend two days in Zion National Park, marvel at the landscape, but I've bought a book
called American Ground Zero, and the names of nearby places on the map are so frequent that when
we leave the park I understand we're in "cancer alley," a series of towns-Washington, St. George,
Cedar City-mentioned in Carole Gallagher's locations for leukemia epidemics in the '50s and
'60s.
Soon, most of the people we meet tell us at once they are Mormons, and they are so upbeat
and calm they seem to be Stepford Converts. As soon as we give them an opening, they talk about
the promise of eternity, how the only point to earthly life is to prepare for heaven. I can see how
they make a population that will take things without complaint. "The best is yet to come" is a credo
a secretive government would want the dying young to believe.
Liz and I discuss turning into Nevada, driving into the wastelands we recognize from reading
American Ground Zero. We should see Yucca Flats and Frenchman's Flats for ourselves, but after a
few miles we begin to extrapolate the hundreds of miles of moonscape. ''A great place to bury used
razorblades," was one of the images the military had employed to convince the government to
create test sites here, and we acquiesce to the description, citing time and feeling cheap and guilty
all the way to Salt Lake City where we walk among thousands of smiling Mormons, touring their
showpiece worship sites and finding a plaque that tells us, incredibly, that Joseph Smith saw his
vision along the Susquehanna River, which we can see from our upstairs windows.
"Which part of the river?" I ask a woman, and she tells us the whole story, crossing the country
with the faithful pioneers instead of pinpointing the spot on the Susquehanna. I try to interrupt her,
but she prattles on, ecstatic to be reciting her memorized speech. As the Mormons get closer to Salt
Lake, I back away, but she is busy reading off some internal cue card, and before long I'm fifty feet
away and can watch her speak to the space just to the left of Liz's shoulder, a mid-point she'd established while I was still nearby.

vii. "Cloudshine," a general called radiation, to put a pleasant spin on the cloud's pink glow.
Another expert hypothesized the theory of hormesis, claiming that long-term, low-level exposure
to radiation would toughen people up toward longer lives. "Pantywaist," he might have been saying,
"sissy, mama's boy," the names my father and his military veteran brothers called me if I whined in

the years just before and after I entered high school when they were examining me for signs of
proper manhood.
In October of 1962, my relatives gathered after church on Sunday. My father and his brothers
turned on the radio, and their white shirts spoke answers to the questions which hollered from the
console. Would Kruschev launch? Would Kennedy bluff us dead?
There was a pilot, a tail-gunner, and an infantryman in those chairs: Korea, Germany, North
Africa. One uncle knew the weight of the A-bomb, the exact radius of readiness. One aunt cloved a
brown-sugared ham; one brought green tumblers of root beer and shook her head as if she knew his
cancer-before-his-time was tracing the great arc of the ballistic missile. "You build them, you use
them," her husband said.
A toy football lurched off my lap and rocked three seconds of silence through the living room.
It lay quietly through the pilot's tale of the secret plan for bats, how hundreds were dropped, carrying napalm, from a plane to test one more way to destroy Japan. It didn't matter, he said, that the
bombs were too heavy, because most of those bats, as usual, were sleeping, and tumbled to earth
like humans.
The radio switched to music. That uncle said survivors flew to the nearest available caves and
burned the airport's hangars. He picked up the football and added, "That plan was scrapped in May
of 1943, and then they handed the war over to the scientists." He tossed that rubber ball at the
brother who'd lifted and landed an A-bomb while an aunt shouted "ready" so loudly she might
have intended to summon the family next door to dinner.
viii. When we get to Moab, the atomic history tour I've mapped nearly over, we seek out the local
history of uranium. The town has a museum as well, much of it devoted to movies which used its
rugged landscape to show desolation and solitude.
I've seen nearly all of the movies. The Comancheros, for instance, which I watched in high
school, John Wayne and Lee Marvin in a western which carelessly showed power lines and contrails
in some of its scenes. The Greatest Story Ever Told, the land around Moab doing its body double for
the wilderness where Jesus spent forty days.
The most recent of the films is Space Hunter, the 3-D science fiction movie from the '80s,
Moab, by now, the landscape of a desolate planet, but I'm there for the uranium, pictures of miners
and the inadequate equipment they wore. Nearby is a display of related products: Radium Vitalizer
Water-"The more you drink the better we will like it," the ad copy cheerily exclaims.
There are more slogans to remember, among them the straightforward "Drink radioactive
water." "Who could be so silly?" Liz says, sounding ominously like my mother. "Don't be silly," she
said to me so many times I looked it up, once, and discovered its origins and changes. It was derived
from selig, which meant holy and then innocent and then gullible, sliding downhill to foolish in
faith. So silly it is, I think-the great silliness of Radithor, a potion men drank for sexual prowess.
Or radioactive soap, marketed in 1918, the year my father was born and another war ended, with
the slogan "Glow with vitality and health."
But silly, suddenly, seems too easy an explanation. After all, thousands of men, looking for
work, were convinced to enter the nearby uranium mines without sufficient protection. We leave
the museum to conduct our own tour of a uranium mine. Long closed, the entrance set high on a
hillside reachable only by a road so narrow and steep we know we must climb on foot. The mine,
blocked by rubble, is a disappointment, and Liz reminds me of invisible horrors, more reasons for
inaccessibility.
In Sunday School, shortly after the resolution of the Cuban Missile Crisis, a man who sold
insurance during the week explained another newly-touted benefit of uranium, that it pulled diseases from the body, how patients entered played-out uranium mines as if they could be cured in
radioactive caves. "Their faith is misguided," he said, citing a man named Elisha Perkins, who once
held a patent on "the tractor," two rods which drew diseases from the body by a special alignment
of alloys. "He thought he was Christ," the teacher said. "Is it any wonder he failed?"
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We eat dinner, hours later, in a restaurant located in the former house of the uranium king of
Moab. The rooms are full of pictures of Charlie Steen and his cronies, laminated newspaper stories
of financial and political success. "He made himself a bundle," our waitress says. "He knew everybody there was to know for a while and then he was gone with the wind."
Which seems appropriate-the wind had brought heavy doses of cloudshine to the people of
Utah, the wind had carried a series of smaller doses across nearly every square mile of the United
States, including the spots in Pennsylvania and New York where my wife and I and all of our classmates began to laugh about the "duck and cover" civil defense exercises, the waste of time and
energy put in by our neighbors who constructed bomb shelters in their back yards.
Our last morning in Moab I wake Liz in the five a.m. dark so we can drive to Arches National
Park before sunrise. We climb over rocks and scramble up to where we can take pictures of the sunrise through one of the arches. Still early, we are free for a few minutes to sit on an enormous stone
and lapse into remembrances: how such land was thought expendable, how the people nearby were
considered "a low-use segment of the population."
We'd been to Canyonlands National Park the day before. We'd stopped first at the state park
which featured Dead Horse Point, a breathtaking overlook of an enormous, picturesque canyon.
None of these rugged and remote places, unsurprisingly, were designated national or state parks
until after the atomic tests were stopped.
"Look," Liz says, and I stand at once, positioning myself under the arch. She takes two pictures
of me and the sunrise, and we quickly trade places. When I peer through the viewfinder, the glare
behind her is so suddenly enormous it seems to come from an unfamiliar sun.
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LADDER OF THE PEACOCK
Looking at the rainbow
you see the ladder
of the peacock.
Mter the stone harp
of the storm, its ribbons
leave blue wings
inside your heart.
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a happy 7 sth anniversary: celebrating a change
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In 1925 an independent group of Lutheran
clergy and laity formed the Lutheran University
Association in order to purchase the campus of
Valparaiso University, then bankrupt but possessed of a colorful history begun in 1859 by
Methodists pioneering coeducation. Valparaiso
Male and Female College closed in 1871 but was
revived as Northern Indiana Normal School in
1873 by Henry Baker Brown and his family who
owned and operated it for the next fifty years,
rechartering it as Valparaiso University in 1906.
Many alumni from this period achieved distinction in education, the sciences, the arts, law,
medicine, journalism, politics, and business. As
Marcia Bunge, associate professor of humanities
and theology in Christ College, writes in the
newly published Lutheran Reader, the new
owners "were especially committed to creating
Lutheran higher education for lay people."
What did this mean? Bunge discerns two
purposes: " ... an emphasis on a strong liberal
arts program with roots in ideas about education
proposed by Martin Luther and his colleague,
Phillip Melanchthon. At a time when education
was viewed as unnecessary for most children and
educational opportunities were limited... they
recommended a liberal arts program that
reflected the humanist reforms of the day.. .
including public education for all children .. .
because it allows people to interpret the Bible
and helps them gain the skills and knowledge
necessary for them to use their gifts and talents
to serve others."
Bunge
continues:
"Luther
and
Melanchthon were also committed to the
freedom to pursue the truth. Their defense of
academic freedom is rooted in Luther's notion
of the two kingdoms, which articulates two ways
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in which God rules or governs God's creation ..
.. One way. . . is through social institutions
guided primarily by human reason and experience (rather than revelation)...
although
Luther certainly recognized the limits of reason,
he highly valued the pursuit of truth through
reason and human intellectual gifts."
In addition to this foundation, Bunge, who
has taught at five Lutheran institutions, discerns
four additional aspects of the mission and identity of the "strongest Lutheran colleges and universities": a) They believe that "religious and
ethical questions are part of the larger academic
conversation and pursuit of truth. b) They
emphasize the doctrine of vocation and "help
students to discover and develop their gifts and
talents so that they can use them in service to
others." c) They emphasize the arts, especially
music, drawing on Luther's belief that "music
was not simply an ornament for worship services
but rather a vital element of human existence
and a powerful vehicle for spreading the
gospel." d) They "support a strong chapel program and create a setting in which students,
staff, and faculty can grow spiritually."
The Lutheran Reader is a blessing. Edited
by Paul Contino, associate professor of humanities in Christ College, and David Morgan, associate professor and Chair of the department of
art, it contains essays by James Nuechterlein,
Richard Baepler, Mark R. Schwehn, Gilbert
Meilaender, Morgan, and Gail McGrew Eifrig.
Appendices contain VU President O.P. Kretzmann's inaugural address, the Report on the
Lutheran Character of Valparaiso University,
and a selection of four responses to that report
by Contino, Renu Juneja, Janet Lynn Kerr, and
Albert Trost. During the coming academic year,

•

the analyses and narratives presented in the
Reader will be studied and celebrated. Further
information can be found at:
http://www. valpo.edu/events/7 5th_anniversary/
preparing for changes in one's vocation
At the Athletics Academic Awards banquet
each April, the University recognizes achievement in the classroom by students known to
most of us for their achievements on gridirons,
courts, diamonds, tracks, fields, and in pits.
Earning a 3.25 cumulative grade point average
(on a 4.0 scale) for three consecutive terms wins
a student-athlete a seat at one of the tables. This
year just over 70 student-athletes earned this
honor, slightly more than 25% of 200 studentathletes who were eligible. (The three-semester
standard excludes Freshman, who comprise
about 50% of our student-athletes.) Also recognized are the Senior with the highest GPA and
any others with a 3.9 or better-this year four
"Finished at the Top."
To share the honor, the student-athlete may
invite as guests family members and a faculty
member whose teaching has-well, let's not say
inspired, necessarily, but, perhaps been of some
use. It's one of this teacher's good memories to
have been a student-athlete's guest three times
since the Awards began in 1992 (when only 27
qualified for the honor).
As is customary on such occasions, we
heard a speaker. This year Dr. Jerry Seeley, the
Paul and Cleo Brandt Professor and Dean of the
College of Engineering addressed the overachievers:
"I offer my congratulations to all of the student/athletes in attendance. We realize that it
takes extra effort to participate in athletics and
to excel in the classroom. We applaud you and
appreciate your extra effort.
"In keeping with the reason we are here
tonight, namely scholarship, I have chosen as the
theme for my talk The Role of the Fourth-Order
Differential Equation in the Dynamics Associated with the Implosion of the Seattle Kingdome.
Oops!! Wrong Talk!! ...
"As the theme of my talk tonight, I have
selected the words change and memories. Upon
first hearing these two words, it would appear
that they have nothing in common. However, I
hope by the end of this talk you will see the

intended relationship between the two.
"Let's begin with the word change.
"I want to recommend a good (thin) book
that gives a good insight into how individuals
handle change. The book is Who Moved My
Cheese? by Spencer Johnson, one of the coauthors of the series The One-Minute Manager.
In this text, which is written as a parable, two
mice, Sniff and Scurry, and two little people,
Hem and Haw have to deal with change. We can
learn a great deal about how 'we' deal with
change from their reactions.
"Change results when the status quo is disturbed. Some of you are about to experience
change in your life. Some of you will be graduating and moving into your careers. This certainly is a change, probably a welcomed one,
from your last four years. Others will be ending
your athletic careers and wondering what lies
ahead. That may or may not be welcomed. In
either case it is a disruption in the status quo.
"Recognize that change is inevitable. How
we deal with change will determine the quality
and success of our lives. It is easy to handle
changes in your life when the change is for the
better. However, some changes do not appear
for the better. The death of a loved one, the loss
of a job, or moving to a new location can be
painful and unpleasant. However, it has been my
experience that change, with some soul
searching, represents an opportunity to improve
ourselves, to grow, and to mature. Janet Astor, a
VU civil engineering graduate and director of
franchise development for Tri-Con Global
Restaurants said it best: 'People who excel in
careers and in life are those who continually get
out of their comfort zones,' which means
learning something new and not always being
the expert.
"Now, I propose to you tonight that the
memories you have of your athletic career can
help you manage situations and changes in your
life. It took me a while-aging helps the process
-to realize this idea was valid. I would like to
share a few of my memories with you and tell
how they have influenced my reaction to
change.
"Let me begin by telling you a true story.
About forty years ago, a young man stepped
onto the infield at Tiger Stadium in Detroit just
before a Detroit Tiger-Boston Red Sox game. He

was there for a tryout with a Detroit Tiger minor
league team. He had flown from Schofield, Wisconsin. It was his first flight and only the second
time out of the state. He took batting practice
with the Detroit Tigers, met Al Kaline, and
Harvey Kuehn. In fact, it was Harvey Kuehn's
father who was the scout that invited him to
Detroit. The result of this tryout was a contract
with the Montgomery, Alabama Class D baseball
team. Well, by now you have probably guessed
that person was yours truly. And you've probably guessed that I never made it to the 'Big
Leagues.' And you would be correct. I have
recalled that evening many, many times in my
life. However, it wasn't until last fall that I realized I had done something very few people have
ever done.
"Let me explain. On my way home from
work last fall, I was listening to National Public
Radio and a sports reporter for a Detroit newspaper gave an account of fulfilling a lifelong
dream of taking batting practice in Tiger Stadium. You may or may not know that Tiger Stadium is being torn down and a new stadium is
being built. As I listened to the report, the writer
told of contacting the Detroit organization and
telling them of this dream. They arranged for
someone to pitch to him and his dream came
true ... He remarked what a thrill it was to have
stood in the batter's box where some of the great
baseball players like the two I mentioned, and
others like Babe Ruth,
Lou Gehrig, and Ted
Seeley, Gerald, Montgomery
Williams had stood. He
said that after this year,
that history would be lost. It was at that instant
that I realized I had stood in the same batter's
box and how lucky I was to have had that privilege! I would venture to say I am probably the
only one in this room to be able to say that.
However, in your own way, you will have similar memories. How many of the graduates of
Valparaiso University have participated in athletics, and in your particular field of athletics? I
suggest the number is pretty small. Sometimes
when things get a bit hectic at work, I think back
on this experience. It seems to smooth things
out.
"Let me tell you about another memory. I
recall my first game. It was in Panama City,
Florida. I was nervous, excited, and looking for-
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ward to the challenge. I was playing left field. In
the seond inning my opportunity came along.
When the ball hit the bat, I knew instantly that it
was a line drive headed my way. I did as I had
been taught in spring training .. .I pivoted and
ran with my back to the ball to the point I anticipated the ball would be coming down. Once
there I turned around and was ready to catch the
ball at chest height. However, there was a slight
problem. The hit wasn't a line drive; it was a
short flyball over the shortstop's head. Needless
to say, I was out of position. I ran as fast as I
could back toward the infield and just barely
managed to catch the ball at knee height. When
I recovered and threw the ball back into the
infield, I looked over at the dugout, and the
coach was standing there, hat in hand, and
shaking his head. The fans were having a good
time at my expense. Now, sometimes when I
embarrass myself, I think of this incident and
realize I will live through it and recover from it
even if the recovery is not graceful!
"Finally, let me tell you one more of my
memories from my short baseball career. To
understand this you will need to know what my
stats were at the time. Here they are from the
Sporting News Baseball Guide and Record Book.
As you can tell I wasn't exactly setting the league
on fire! My weakness was the curve ball and
once around the league that was all I ever saw.
Well, my parents had come down to see me play
G AB R H TB 2B 3B HR SH SF SB BB HP RBI SO Pet.
27 70 7 14 14 0

0

0

2

2

6

0

6

26

and were going to be leaving for home the next
day. That morning, very early, there was a knock
on my door and there stood the coach. He proceeded to tell me that they had planned to
release me the next week, but since my parents
were leaving today, he felt I would rather ride
home with them than to take a long bus ride
from Montgomery, Alabama to Schofield, Wisconsin. I was devastated. Like most athletes, I
felt I was just a few games away from turning
things around. He told me that I could come out
to the ballpark later that day to collect my equipment, wished me luck, and said he wished things
had turned out differently. Quite frankly, so did I.
"That evening I went to the ballpark. ..
When I got to my locker all of my equipment
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as well as the story of the flood, all from Genesis
in the Bible. In this version, we are presented
with a God who wants to love and be loved. He
creates his children and loves them dearly. He is
"Father" to them, the beloved one they cling to
for everything. Adam and Eve are innocent creatures, pure in thought and action. This does not
last forever, though. It appears that Eve is dissatisfied with something. She has questions, has
been given the gift of curiosity. She understands
her promises to her Father, but struggles with
what she has come to realize is 'The Spark of
Creation' within her.
"The thing I find interesting about this presentation is how sin is represented. It is not represented as something evil and bad, but a desire
to create, to improve, to search for answers. Of
course, Eve falls, taking a bite of the apple so
trickily procured for her by a schmaltzy, tapdancing Snake [who tempts Eve by urging her to
'strive for excellence']. Adam is forced to make
experiencing change in one's thinking
the choice between Eve and Father, who has now
Some athletic memories, inevitably, are banished Eve from the Garden. The Father
more cherished than others, and by non-ath- claims the evil thing about sin is that it gives you
letes, too. No secret that we take basketball very choices, makes you have to choose. Inevitably
seriously around here but the exit of the men's Adam chooses Eve, and they are thrown out in
team from the NCAA Division One tournament the wilderness to make a life of their own. As
at the hands (and feet and eyes and elbows) of they raise their children, their life choices and
the eventual champions, Michigan State, pro- decisions come back to haunt them, as, in the
duced a ruminative turn of mind not wholly dis- same manner, Abel is forced to choose between
similar to that of Socrates responding to the his brother and his father."
expected verdict of his fellow Athenians. StuAnother student, Brian Wozny, picks up the
dents in our Freshman Core, "The Human analysis:
Experience," read the Trial and Death of
"Through these stories [of the creation and
Socrates in the nifty Hackett Publishing edition flood] the human inclination to fail, the distincand so we have a roused awareness of Socrates' tive human capacity to learn, and the cosmic
pertinence to life's disenchantments. About the promise of a second chance can be seen ....
tournament behind them as well as the examina"Even though Adam and Eve are now sepations before them, the Freshmen may have rated from their Father, they still move on in life
agreed with the philosopher that "to escape such and have children. At first they have two chiltests is neither possible nor good, but it is best dren, Cain and Abel. God ... confront[s] Cain
and easiest not to discredit others but to prepare and Abel; however, he says that he does not want
yourself to be as good as possible" (Apology 39d). to see Adam and Eve. This upsets Cain since his
Once again moving between Athens and parents had put so much faith in God's return.
Jerusalem, many students saw Children of Eden, From this point on Cain becomes very rebelthe musical by Stephen Schwartz and John lious. At one point he ... confront[s] ... his father
Caird. Some of my sophomore literature stu- and ... tries to kill him, but instead... kill[s] his
dents reviewed the production and one, Sarah brother Abel. Cain is then cursed. Adam and Eve
Robinson, explains the precipitating context:
. .. hav[e] another child, Seth, who ... ha[s] many
"The story line is well-known by any of the children. During this time Adam [dies] and God
Judeo-Christian tradition. It is the creation story, talks to Eve, telling her that her time to sleep is
had been neatly packed for me and was ready to
go. I said goodbye to all of the other players and
took one last look out the dugout. This is when
it really hit me that it was over-there was
another player in my uniform. It was a long sad
trip back to Wisconsin. I have learned two
important life lessons from this experience.
-Sometimes when I think the College of Engineering can't possibly get along without me I
remember this experience, and
-I have had several major changes in my life
that were not of my doing. Again, I remember
this experience and know that I can survive and
even thrive.
"I did survive and in my opinion have done
quite well; in fact, probably better than most of
my high school teachers ever thought I could do.
So in conclusion, embrace change, cherish your
athletic memories, and use them to help you
through the tough times. Thanks for listening."

near. During this conversation, though, he lets
her know that Cain is still alive .... Eve begins
[to believe] in second chances, and sens[es] hope
for the children of Eden.
''Act II is torn and broken between the children of Cain and the children of Seth. The
Utopian aspect of Eden and the children of it are
long gone by now and everything around them
is more of a wasteland that it was after God originally destroyed it. God is currently preparing to
flush the wastelands with a great flood, and
although he is doing this he is still leaving the
opportunity for a second chance. God does this
by bringing back the animals two by two and by
allowing Yonah, a descendent of the race of
Cain, to board [and hide on] the Ark. It is ...
Yonah who keeps alive the hope of second
chance and renewal in the world. In the end this
second chance in fact comes true. It comes from
God himself learning some important lessons.
He realizes that the hardest part of love is letting
go. He must learn, grow, and change, realizing
he is in fact a father himself. Due to these realizations, the people of the world, along with
God himself, grow emotionally and realize many
things about themselves and each other.
"I have read and seen some interpretations
of creation with the Bible, but none quite like
this. I felt as if Schwartz and Caird, and the VU
director John Steven Paul did a great job of
retelling the story of creation. It made me realize
certain aspects of the stories that I have never
realized through reading Genesis multiple times."
And Sarah Robinson concluded: "This was
a wonderful musical, both in writing and performance. My heart and mind were engaged in the
plot line, while my imagination feasted on the
costuming and choreography. They managed to
pull every part of me into the musical, which is
my criterion for a great musical. I am very proud
to go to a university where such productions are
a possibility. I am even more proud of all my
friends in the production, who really gave their
all for the performances."
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"and flights of angels ... ", Sir John, Sir Alec
As Robinson's and Wozny's notices were
being edited, word arrived of the death of Sir
John Gielgud at age 96. Although his last major
appearance in film occurred in 1991 (Peter
Greenaway's Prospera's Books) and his last stage
appearance in 1989 (Hugh Whitemore's The
Best of Friends), Sir John's passing definitively
closes an age of English theater. With Sir Ralph
Richardson (1902-1983), Lord Laurence Olivier
(1907-1989), Dame Peggy Ashcroft (19071991), and Sir Michael Redgrave (1908-1985),
Gielgud defined Shakespearean acting for the
generations who fought the World Wars and
endured the Great Depression. In the 1970s he
successfully changed himself into a leading interpreter of plays by Harold Pinter, the foremost
British playwright of the time but of a philosophy and style more remote from Shakespeare's
difficult to imagine. Sir John was the only one of
the ennobled quintet that I had the pleasure to
see live. It was in 1977 at the newly opened
Cottesloe space in the National Theatre and the
play was Half-Life by Julian Mitchell, set in contemporary suburban London and treating
themes of urgent currency. For a mere 7 5 pabout $1.25-1 heard the best speaker of English the century produced. I will always
remember the long-held breath that Sir John's
first entrance induced in the audience. Applause
came, yes, as you would expect, but only after
several seconds-an eon in performance timeas we registered the sheer fact of his appearance
and anticipated the sound of his voice. Harder
even, now, to register his disappearance-and
silence.
Then, just before going to press with this
column, news came of the death of Sir Alec
Guinness at age 87. It seems fitting that Sir Alec's
passing from the world's stage followed Sir
John's "hard upon" because Sir Alec often
acknowledged that Gielgud was an idol, one to
whom he wrote, at age 18, seeking a sign that he
had the vocation to act. Gielgud encouraged him
and cast him in several productions.
Yet the two could hardly have been
more different as artists. The nephew of the
leading actress of her time, Ellen Terry, Sir John,
from childhood, knew and was known by the
leaders of British society. He was androgenously
homosexual and never had a life-long romantic

companion. Sir Alec barely had a family. On his
birth certificate, the space for his father's name
is blank. His step-father beat him and by age 18
he had severed relations with him and his
mother. Unlike Sir John, he found a home in the
Church, becoming a Catholic at age 50, joined
in conversion by his Jewish wife, who survives
him with their son.
Sir Alec lacked Sir John's polish and poise
in classical roles and seldom attempted them. As
if in compensation, Sir Alec possessed abundant
understanding of the lives of ordinary people,
the sort you have trouble picking out of a crowd.
I once saw him in London, but, appropriately, I
can't remember if it was in John Mortimer's A
Voyage Round My Father, or Alan Bennett's
Habeas Corpus. By far he was a more successful
film actor than Sir John, both critically and
financially. In the six roles he played under the
direction of David Lean (e.g. Bridge on the River
Kwai), in the still-delightful comedies by Ealing
Studios (e.g., Kind Hearts and Coronets), as the
spy George Smiley in Tinker, Tailor, Soldier Spy,
Sir Alec always created a lively connection
between movie audiences and ordinary characters struggling in extraordinary circumstances,
and with Sir Alec's roles it is the character you

remember, not the face, or the voice, or the performance.
It's disconcerting that most filmgoers under
age 40 know Sir Alec only as Obi-Wan Kenobi,
the supernatural guide of Luke Skywalker in Star
Wars. It was a role he came to despise, though it
made him rich. (He once agreed to give a tenyear-old boy his autograph only if the boy
promised never to watch Star Wars again.) A far
better memorial to his artistry can be found in
his incarnation of the artist Gully Jimson in The
Horse's Mouth, .Sir Alec's own adaptation of
Joyce Cary's novel by the same name. (It's probably not available in your video store or library
but you can rent it from www.homefilmfestival.com.) The whole struggle of the arts and
the artist's role in modern life is expressed in this
brilliant comedy-and it's impossible to imagine
another actor in the part.
Sir Alec and Sir John proved to be most
capable writers and their books narrate eventful,
creative lives during Britain's most dramatic century since that of Shakespeare and Jonson.
Whether in the costumes of kings or commoners, they were, for us, borrowing the title of
Sir Alec's first memoir, Blessings in Disguise.
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This fall, the Master of Fine Arts program
in creative writing at the University of New
Orleans, where I teach, will add a non-fiction
track to its current concentrations in fiction
writing, poetry writing, screenwriting and playwriting. In so doing, we join a nation-wide trend
toward recognizing non-fiction as an equal
member in the brotherhood of the narrative arts.
In the September, 2000, issue of The Writer's
Chronicle, Old Dominion University Professor
Michael Pearson argues the case for non-fiction
in an article titled "The Other Creative Writing."
"Does it make a difference," Pearson asks
rhetorically, "if we make our stories out of facts
or fictions any more than it matters if a sculptor
makes a statue out of marble or clay?" In significant part, the nation's creative writing programs
are moving to recognize the increasing dominance in book sales of non-fiction titles over
works of fiction. But if non-fiction is finally
being given its artistic due in the print medium,
the same is hardly true of the film medium where
the documentary continues to be a step-child
and the most talented American documentarian,
a true practitioner of "creative non-fiction" is
routinely snubbed by Academy Award judges.
I am talking about University of Wisconsin
history major and Berkeley philosophy student
Errol Morris who, over the last two decades, has
made the most arresting documentaries in world
cinema, yet has found only a small audience and
only a smidgen of the acclaim he deserves. In a
genre dominated by films about historical and
social issues, Morris has chosen to tell different
fact-based stories in strikingly different ways.
His first film, Gates of Heaven (1978) looked at
the owners and patrons of a Southern California
pet cemetery. His second, Vernon, Florida
(1981), looked at the eccentric residents of a
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small town. Morris finally garnered a bit of
attention with The Thin Blue Line in 1988, a film
so powerful and convincing that it resulted in
the freeing of a man convicted of a murder he
didn't commit. Oscar judges, though, were said
to dismiss the film because it employed
sequences of dramatization, despite the fact that
these sequences were staged in a way to make
their emphatic re-creation altogether obvious.
Morris attracted somewhat less attention in
1992 with A Brief History of Time, his biography
of ground-breaking cosmologist Stephen
Hawking. Since then he has all but fallen from
view once more, despite directing two more
mesmerizing documentary features. This essay
will strive to explore Morris' distinctive oeuvre
by looking closely at his best known work and
his two most recent.
american justice on trial
One of the formative moments of my babyboomer youth occurred when Perry Mason
requested permission in his weekly murder trial
to be allowed an unusual procedure. The judge
was perplexed and undecided and turned for
comment to prosecuting attorney Hamilton
Burger. Burger suggested that Mason be allowed
to proceed, remarking that the object of a
murder trial, after all, was truth, that its goal was
not victory, but justice. In my memory, this happened more than once-almost weekly, I recall,
though no doubt incorrectly. Whatever, Burger's
response, whether once or repeatedly, had a profound effect on me. It made me fiercely proud
of an element in American democracy that made
us distinctive as a people, but one I ultimately
discovered that resided in the sepia-toned world
of ideal rather than the stark and glaring world
of reality.

In the forty years since that particular
episode of "Perry Mason" blinked off the tube, I
have, I hope, waxed more sophisticated in my
grasp of the complexities of American criminal
justice. But no level of creeping cynicism, I
think, could prepare any first-time viewer for
the withering attack on our justice system waged
by Morris in The Thin Blue Line, which proves
that a convicted murderer, still serving a life
prison sentence at the time of the film's release,
was innocent beyond the shadow of a doubt. In
so doing the film impugns the intelligence of the
police officers who investigated the crime, the
motives of the assistant district attorney who
prosecuted the case, and the worthiness to sit on
the bench of the man who heard the case as
judge. In the final analysis, the movie calls into
question just how often our adversarial system
results in such horrifying miscarriages of justice.
The details of the murder case in The Thin
Blue Line are these: Shortly after midnight on
November 29, 1976, a Dallas policeman named
Robert Wood stopped a blue compact automobile for driving without lights. As his partner
waited in the police car, Wood approached the
violating vehicle. He planned to issue a verbal
warning and send the driver on his way. But
when he stepped alongside the window, a series
of shots rang out. The fatal rounds were fired
into Officer Wood's head after he had already
fallen to the ground. The small blue car then
sped away into the cold fall night.
Officer Theresa Turko, Woods' partner, did
not manage to get the license plate number. But
she did offer the observation that the driver was
alone in his car and was wearing a jacket with a
large fleecy collar. Beyond that, the Dallas police
were able to generate very little to go on. On
December 3, 1976, after notices of a $20,000
cash reward appeared in Dallas newspapers, a
woman named Emily Miller came forward and
filed a written affidavit claiming that she'd
passed the crime scene moments before the
shooting. The driver of the blue compact, she
said, was "a light-skinned Negro or a Mexican."
Dallas police spent thousands of man hours
studying automobile tire tracks and examining
auto registration records for Chevy Vegas (the
make of the car identified by officer Turko). But
by the third week of December they were still
without substantive leads and admit in the film
to a feeling of public humiliation. Never before
in the department's history had they failed to

apprehend a cop killer within forty-eight hours.
The break in the case came on December 19,
1976, and came from a most unexpected
quarter. Three hundred fifty miles from Dallas,
in the small town of Vidor on the TexasLouisiana border, local authorities arrested sixteen-year-old David Harris for a crime spree in
early December of that year. In the process of
their investigarion, Vidor police ascertained that
Harris had recently stolen a blue Mercury
Comet and a .22 caliber pistol and used the latter
while committing several burglaries and an
armed robbery. Furthermore, friends of Harris
told investigators that for nearly a month Harris
had bragged of having "offed a pig in Dallas."
Led by Harris' vidor police retrieved the .22
revolver from a nearby swamp, and it proved the
weapon with which Officer Wood was murdered.
When interrogated by Dallas police, however, Harris maintained that he was innocent.
His story of killing Wood was told to "impress
his friends." The actual shooting, Harris now
asserted, was committed by a twenty-eight-yearold Caucasian laborer named Randall Adams, a
hitchhiker Harris had picked up in Dallas on the
day of the killing. Harris claimed to have witnessed the murder from the front seat of the
stolen Comet, which, he said, Adams was driving. He did not report the crime because the
(stolen) murder weapon was his. Randall Adams
had no prior record, but on December 21,
relying on Harris, testimony, Dallas officials
arrested him and charged him with the murder
of Officer Wood.
During his interrogation, Adams admitted
that he had been given a ride by Harris on the
morning of November 28, 1976, and that the
two had spent a large portion of the day together
driving around Dallas. In the early evening the
two of them had purchased beer and attended a
drive-in screening of two teenage sex flicks.
According to Adams, though, they departed the
drive-in around 9:30p.m., and Adams arrived
back at the Comfort Motel where he was
residing in time for the end of the "Carol Burnett Show" and the beginning of the "Ten
O'Clock News." Adams claimed that by the time
Officer Wood was murdered he had been asleep
for two hours. The Dallas police, however, chose
to believe Harris' account, and Adams was
bound over for trial.
The court proceedings began on April 26,

1977. Adams was prosecuted by Douglas
Mulder, an assistant district attorney with an
undefeated record and an astonishing reputation
for convincing juries to return recommendations
for the death penalty. The defense attorneys
were Edith James, who had never before worked
a case involving a capital felony, and Dennis
White, whose speciality was real estate. At the
trial, Harris repeated his accusations against
Adams. The defense attempted to impeach
Harris' testimony by referring to his Vidor crime
spree and his statements to associates that it was
he who had killed Wood. Judge Don Metcalfe
disallowed such rebuttal, however, ruling that
Harris' statements and activities after the
murder were not relevant to the issue of Adams'
guilt or innocence. Officer Turko testified that
Adams' bushy hair probably looked like the
fleecy jacket collar she had described earlier.
Still, going into the last day of the trial,
defense counsels White and James thought that
they were surely going to win, that the state had
not proved its case. But when they arrived in
court on the fateful Friday, April 29, 1977,
Mulder produced three surprise witnesses, all of
whom identified Adams as the driver of the blue
compact. The most damaging witness was Emily
Miller, who dramatically named Adams and further claimed that she had picked him out of a
police lineup. Shaken and confused, White and
James made critical errors at this point. Namely,
they did not confront Miller with her earlier
statement that the driver was "either a Negro or
a Mexican." Nor did they reserve the right to
recall her and the other witnesses at a later date.
The trial recessed for the weekend with the
defense case in tatters.
And it got worse the next Monday. Defense
had now prepared a strategy for impeaching
Miller in particular. But she was not in the courtroom. And prosecutor Mulder informed the
judge that she had been dismissed and had subsequently disappeared. In her absence White
requested permission to show the jury Miller's
statement from December 3, 1976, but Judge
Metcalfe refused, stating that since Miller was
unavailable to defend herself against the
impeachment, such a procedure would be unfair.
In his closing remarks to the jury, Dennis
White argued that David Harris was easily the
most likely killer, that both the car and the
weapon were his, that he had a long record, and
that at the time of the shooting he was in the
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midst of a crime spree. Furthermore, White submitted, the primary case against Adams derived
from Harris, evidently self-interested accusations. Speaking last, though, D.A. Mulder
stressed the final day's testimony from Miller
and the two others. In an eloquent closing
Mulder spoke of Officer Wood, his widow and
family, and of all courageous policemen as a
"thin blue line" who protect civilization from
the omnipresent threat of anarchy. "But who
protects the police officer?" he asked. "Who
picks up their banner when they fall in battle?"
Judge Metcalf recalls to this day how moved he
was by Mulder's summation. And a stirred jury
returned both a guilty verdict and a recommendation for the electric chair.
The Thin Blue Line takes us through the
years after the verdict, through Randall Adams'
repeated appeals, through his stay of execution
by U.S. Supreme Court Justice Lewis Powell
three days before he was to die in 1979 and
through the 1980 commutation of his sentence
to life imprisonment by Texas Governor William
Clements, a move that denied Adams a retrial on
the facts of the case. It also takes us through the
subsequent years in the life of David Harris,
through his enlistment in the U.S. Army and subsequent arrest by military police in 1978,
through his 1979 apprehension and 1980 conviction for a California crime spree that included
attempted murder of a police officer and his
efforts at trial to blame the incident on a hitchhiker, through his arrest for attempted rape,
through his arrest and conviction for the murder
of a man he first wounded in a gun battle and
then dispatched with three deliberate shots to
the head. And much more. Morris produces evidence that Miller and the other surprise witnesses lied, that Harris was carefully coached by
the prosecution and that D.A. Mulder deliberately withheld and misrepresented evidence.
Why? Because Dallas was crying for
vengeance. Because David Harris was only sixteen and could not be tried as an adult and could
not be given the death penalty. Because Randall
Adams was twenty-eight and could. Because
assistant district attorney Mulder had a perfect
trial record and couldn't bear to lose. And
because as Mulder told one of his friends who
reported the incident to Morris, "It takes a
skilled prosecutor to convict even a guilty defendant, but it takes a great prosecutor to convict
one who's innocent."

The Thin Blue Line is a daring and gripping
piece of cinema, easily as involving as the tautest
fictional thriller. Anyone who has ever contemplated the merits of capital punishment should
see this film before adopting a final stance. Randall Adams was finally released from prison, but
only because Morris had the fortitude and
artistry to make such an overwhelmingly convincing motion picture. When I first saw the film
in the late 1980s, Adams was still in jail, and
even today I recall how sick at heart the film
made me, sick that a country as great as ours can
steal over a decade of an innocent man's life. In
recent days, of course, DNA testing has shown
that the case of Randall Adams was no isolated
aberration but a single instance in a wide pattern. The Thin Blue Line suggested as much years
before biotechnology advanced to solve the
scores of cases Errol Morris couldn't.

splendor of the human spirit
Morris described his 1997 film, Fast,
Cheap & Out of Control as "the ultimate lowconcept movie-a film that utterly resists the
possibility of a one-line summary." He's right.
But I can say something brief in judgment of his
picture: Fast, Cheap & Out of Control is the
most unusual movie I've ever seen and one of
the most fascinating. It's a picture which makes
the viewer squirm with pleasure while in the theater and provides fuel for conversation for days
afterwards.
Like Gates of Heaven and Vernon, Florida,
the 1997 film eschews the usual documentary
strategy of trying to chronicle an event or
explore an issue. Focusing locally to contemplate globally, Fast, Cheap & Out of Control is a
reverential meditation which endeavors to "document" the variety and splendor of the human
spirit. The picture works this way: It intercuts
interviews with four men who don't know each
other, with scenes of the men at work and with
old B-movie footage and cartoons. Odd? You
bet. Involving? You bet!
Dave Hoover is a wild animal trainer and
circus performer who idolizes the late actionmovie and serial star Clyde Beatty (some of
whose work is also included). Dave works
mostly with lions and tigers but has sweeping
theories about animal psychology, all formed
from his extensive interaction with wild beasts.
George Mendonca is a topiary gardener who
uses old-fashioned pruning shears to shape

hedges and trees into bears, giraffes, elephants
and other creatures. Ray Mendez is an expert on
the fairly recently discovered hairless mole-rats,
tiny beaver-faced mammals who organize themselves in nests that most resemble insect hives.
And Rodney Brooks is an M.I. T. engineer who
has designed some of the world's most complicated autonomous robots.
As the picture rapidly introduces us to each
of these men, we sit wrinkle-browed trying to
figure out what in the world they have in
common. Gradually we understand. Each of
their lives is somehow connected to animals.
Mendonca makes animal shapes out of plants.
Hoover trains and performs with animals.
Mendez studies a specific species of animal, a
mammal that acts like an insect. And Brooks
achieved his breakthrough in robotics by
studying insect motion. Based on his understanding of insects, he designs machines to do
for man what man once might have employed
draft animals to do.
In addition, these four men share a reverence for the animal kingdom. Mendonca's art is
always expressed in the shape of animals.
Mendez could clearly spend all his waking hours
watching the activities and charting the social
relations of his beloved mole-rats. Brooks has
discovered that the key to complicated human
development lies in understanding the simplest
of Earth's creatures. And Hoover passionately
believes in demonstrable animal intelligence,
individual personality, memory and will.
The four have other things in common as
well. They each possess an unbridled enthusiasm
for their work. We are nowhere told how much
money any of these men make, and we aren't
because it doesn't matter. The M.I.T. engineer
may make quite a lot, and the topiary gardener
may make very little. But neither man would
begin to measure the product of his life's
endeavor by the size of his paycheck. In fact, it's
altogether obvious that measurement is of
absolutely no concern to any of these men. They
do what they do because they are enraptured by
doing it. The value of their efforts to the human
race as a whole arguably varies. Brooks' work
may produce countless advantages for us all. But
Hoover is just an entertainer and one, at that,
who admits wild animal acts like his will probably not last another generation. The works of a
sculptor or painter can be preserved in museums
for millennia, but Mendonca suspects that his

topiary garden will die along with him. And
Mendez's study of mole-rats might be dismissed
as a mere scientific curiosity. Still, whatever its
socially sanctioned "value," Brooks' work ethic
stems from his boundless fascination, not from
his sense of altruistic mission. And none of the
others is for an instant troubled by the seeming
impracticality of that which he does. Too,
Brooks might be the first to find unsuspected
value in what the others do. Look what he
learned from insects.
In the final analysis, Fast, Cheap & Out of
Control is a rumination on evolution, from
insects to mammals that act like insects to great
beasts to man who can create objects which act
like animals. And here it is Brooks who proposes
that robots may represent the next step in the
evolutionary process. Robotics scientists are
very close to designing machines with levels of
intelligence equal to and greater than that of
human beings. It will not prove hard at all to
produce machines that can reproduce themselves. Brooks admits once machines with high
levels of intelligence have been made operational that they may well prove alien to us in the
way that we may seem alien to the "lower" creatures with whom we share the planet. And intelligent machines may well prove hardier than
human beings. A variety of disasters could wipe
out, as Brooks puts it, "flesh-based life." In that
case the machines we call robots may survive us,
may endure when we expire, may be our legacy
for a future very different from our own time.
Morris' title refers to Brooks' robots, but
it's also a humble joke about his own work. In
this he is way overly modest. However fast and
cheap this movie may be, its control is astonishing. I have only scratched the surface of its
treasures. The picture can be described little
easier in a thousand words than in a single sentence. Watch this film with your children. And
say a prayer that each of your children finds a
calling in life as passionate as that of Dave
Hoover, George Mendonca, Ray Mendez or
Rodney Brooks-and, I might add, Errol
Morris. Only someone who loved his craft
would make a picture like this and could make it
so compelling.
the ordinary face of evil
In his typically arresting latest documentary, Mr. Death: The Rise and Fall of Fred A.
Leuchter,Jr. (1999), Morris addresses a question
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historians have wrestled with for more than half
a century: How could the Holocaust happen in
an ostensibly Christian country where people
went to church and read a Bible that taught,
"Love thy neighbor as thyself"? Even where
acknowledged prejudice is factored in, how
could God-fearing people turn their faces away
as their co-workers, former schoolmates and
fellow citizens were rounded up, forced into
squalid concentration camps and ultimately
murdered by the millions? Though we hardly
have to look any further than recent events in
Serbia and Kosovo to see how ethnic hatreds
translate into unspeakable violence, the answers
to questions about the Holocaust are nonetheless nowhere clear and everywhere sad. The
murder of six million Jews didn't happen in the
hot rain of machine-gun fire, wasn't the product
of renegade soldiers settling ancient grudges in a
frenzy of killing. The Holocaust was organized
and cold, perpetrated not by street toughs but
by doctors and accountants. Nazi true believers
dropped the gas pellets, but an entire nation collaborated. They did so by willing themselves not
to know what evil surrounded them. We see this
willful ignorance still struggling to survive
today among right-wing conspiracy theorists
who cling to the straws of sophistry and lie in
order to maintain that the Holocaust, in fact,
never happened.
One such individual is a Malden, Massachusetts, engineer named Fred A. Leuchter, Jr. A
slight, balding and nerdy man, Leuchter is living
proof of the old saw that "a little education is a
dangerous thing." By the mid-1980s, Leuchter
had taken his degree in engineering and developed a business for himself as an expert on
instruments of execution. As state after state
rushed to reinstate capital punishment after
Gary Gilmore's 1977 death by firing squad in
Utah, Leuchter began to build or refurbish a
number of death machines, including lethal
injection appliances, electric chairs and gas
chambers. In a particularly morbid assignment
from the state of Tennessee, Leuchter was hired
to construct an electric chair using wood from
the state's disassembled gallows. Recalling this
period, Leuchter looks into Morris' camera and
declares his interests in execution devices to be
purely humanitarian. He wants to help the condemned die quickly and with as little pain as possible. Leuchter is so mild and innocent looking,
we might believe him if he didn't rush on to

describe with discomfiting relish the flaming
heads of botched electrocutions and the spewing
bodily fluids of those who have been executed
too slowly and with too much pain.
By the late 1980s, Leuchter's grim expertise had attracted such notoriety that ultimately
he became the subject of feature articles in The
Atlantic Monthly and The New York Times. And
then in 1988, his life took a sudden, distressing
and finally disastrous turn. At the time, a neoNazi named Ernst Zundel was being prosecuted
under Canadian anti-hate-crime legislation for
publishing two books that denied the Holocaust
ever took place: Did Six Million Really Die? and
The Hitler We Loved and Why. Forced by legal
procedure to prove his allegations true, Zundel
hired Leuchter as an expert on gas chambers to
investigate the death compounds at Auschwitz
and Birkenau. What Leuchter thought he was up
to at the outset is unclear, but his actions might
be deemed laughable if they hadn't produced
such outrageous results.
With a film crew hired by Zundel documenting his "research," Leuchter traveled to the
Polish killing grounds and scrambled over the
ruins of the old concentration camps. At the sites
of the gas chambers, Leuchter inspected doorways and vents and repeatedly chiseled chips of
bricks and mortar from walls, ceilings and
floors. He had no authority to do this, of course,
as he readily admits, and from what we see he
was hardly systematic about labeling his "samples," which he sweeps into plastic bags and
stuffs surreptitiously into his pockets, glancing
around in obvious concern that he might at any
minute be arrested. He even relates for Morris
his wrapping the "samples" in his dirty laundry
so they wouldn't be discovered by police and
confides his plans to have made a run for the
border if anyone got wind of what he was up to.
Leuchter obviously doesn't see these statements
as confessions of anything other than the stress
under which he worked. But they just as obviously suggest to the viewer that the death engineer brought a clear agenda to his research.
Back in the U.S., Leuchter had his samples
"blind tested" by a chemical firm. And when the
tests found no significant traces of cyanide,
Leuchter declared that no one was killed with
poison gas at either Auschwitz or Birkenau. In
his infamous The Leuchter Report, he went on
to argue that the rooms he investigated in Poland
could not conceivably have been gas chambers

because their doorways lacked adequate seals
and exhaust vents. Leuchter tried to enter his
report as exculpatory evidence at Zundel's hatecrime trial, but the judge would not allow it.
Morris produces witnesses who illustrate
why. James Roth, the chemist who did
Leuchter's lab work, explains that residual
cyanide would have penetrated into surrounding
surfaces a tiny faction of the thickness of a
human hair. Leuchter's "samples" were inches
thick. With no instructions about what they were
looking for or why, Roth's lab pulverized the
brick and mortar chips and tested for cyanide.
The process was like looking for a traceable drop
of human spit in an oil tanker full of Mississippi
River water.
Historian Robert Jan Van Pelt points out
other flaws in Leuchter's clandestine and hasty
"research." The compounds at Auschwitz and
Birkenau are badly deteriorated. Building materials from both sites were scavenged by area residents for rebuilding shattered homes and business in the aftermath of the war. So the current
absence of door seals and exhaust vents proves
only that a lot of time has passed. Moreover,
lacking any knowledge of German and
employing no translator, Leuchter examined no
historical records. Van Pelt shows Morris signed
and dated camp documents referring to gas
chambers and placing orders for cyanide pellets.
Morris doesn't even bother to produce the testimony of camp survivors who know first hand
that their loved ones were taken from them and
murdered.
But to this day, Leuchter remains unconvinced by the devastating rebuttals to his own
"evidence." If Auschwitz and Birkenau were
slave labor camps, he argues, why kill those who
must do your bidding? In asking such a question,
of course, he ignores a series of historical facts.
First, the Nazis systematically killed the old, the
very young, the weak and the sick. They then
starved those they didn't kill immediately until
their victims fell into one of the latter two categories. Moreover, Leuchter's argument ignores
the fact that the majority of the killing took place
in the last months of the war, an orgy of cynically concealed, cold-blooded murder designed
at once to cover up earlier atrocities and to leave
the Final Solution as Hitler's enduring legacy.
But why kill the Jews with gas? Leuchter asks.
Bullets would be faster and cheaper. The answer
lies in history that men like Fred Leuchter strive

to subvert. As James Moll's Oscar-winning documentary The Last Days points out, Hitler's
army lurched into Hungary in 1944 for no
observable military purpose and busied themselves almost exclusively with arresting Jews.
While the allies made preparations forD-Day,
Hitler pulled thousands and thousands of troops
away from critical strategic assignment in the
west to a dragnet for persecution in the east.
Why did the Nazis do what they did? Because
they were mad men and monsters. And because
people like Fred Leuchter let them get away with
it then and deny they did it now.
Some hoped that Morris would finally land
an Oscar nomination with Mr. Death because he
had finally addressed, however oddly and even
obliquely, a significant historical issue of the sort
that the Academy Awards has liked to honor. But
once again Morris was passed over. And he was,
I think, because his depiction of Leuchter is so
subtly humane. Yes, Fred Leuchter emerges as a
creep, so insensitive he took his wife to
Auschwitz as their honeymoon. At some level,
though, he's a fool rather than a conventional
villain. The lesser artist could easily have demonized Leuchter, but Morris understands that
Leuchter's very ordinariness makes him all the
more frightening. The film ends with Leuchter
telling a story without a trace of irony about how
he sat in an electric chair as a youngster and grew
up to defy the superstition that a child who does
such a thing ends up being executed as an adult.
This despite the fact that his actions in the
Zundel case cost him his wife and his career and
have turned him into a public pariah. Still,
Morris has said that he thinks Leuchter really
isn't an anti-Semite, and though Leuchter has
smelted toxically flawed research into poisonous
historical revisionism, he doesn't seem the calculating hater that, for instance, Zundel does.
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But whatever Leuchter's motivations, his denial
of history is a willful act of mental gymnastics
and a very dangerous one. The Leuchter Report
has sold millions of copies in a dozen different
languages and has become gospel for countless
readers. Always the most imagistic of documentarians, Morris repeatedly invokes a powerful
metaphor in Mr. Death by stylizing Fred
Leuchter's hands and tools as they hammer and
chisel at brick and mortar. The walls are the historical truth. The fragments Leuchter chips
away become the evidence of an elaborate revisionist fraud.
In a sensationalized world obsessed with
glamour, Errol Morris is fascinated with the man
so common he is usually invisible. That man, like
Randall Adams, is sometimes innocent. Or, like
Fred Leuchter, he is sometimes guilty. He is often
hilariously quirky like the cast of Vernon, Florida
or devastatingly lonely, like the people we meet
in Gates of Heaven. Morris is interested in them
all because he has an unsurpassed appreciation
for human individuality.
I might wish that documentary film achieve
the status now being accorded the non-fiction
book. And more specifically, I might wish that
Errol Morris find both the audience and the
acclaim that he deserves. But I needn't worry
that he will be long distracted by awards he
should have won going to other, lesser work. For
I am confident that Morris makes the films he
makes because they are the films he wants to
make. As he perhaps best illustrates in his most
thematically challenging film, Fast, Cheap &
Out of Control, elusive human happiness is
claimed not by recognition or reward but by
daring to dance to the music that plays for you
alone. f
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Thomas C. Willadsen

A member of my congregation came up to
me in agitation last week. She has been waking
up every night at 2 or 3:00a.m. with a song
going through her head. Lately, it's been a song
that we've used in worship. Over Easter
weekend the song that awakened her was, "Go
to Dark Gethsemane;" after Easter it was an
alleluia chorus we sang as a benediction
response.
"What does it mean? What is God trying to
tell me? I'm listening, but I wish God would just
say it!"
I told her she's lucky to have alleluia going
through her head. My song that week was "Mustang Sally:" "Guess you better put your big, fat
feet on the ground!" I think God will have a
harder time getting through to me than to my
parishioner.
This is a common, though rarely discussed,
phenomenon: songs that pop into our heads,
seemingly at random, and stay there for weeks.
Often there's an obvious reason for songs
to come to mind. When I rode the subway every
morning from Brooklyn to Manhattan I would
see the Jehovah's Witness publishing house, with
a large sign that said "Watchtower." That word
alone was enough for the riff at the beginning of
Jimi Hendrix's version of Bob Dylan's "All Along
the Watchtower" to pop into my head.
For some reason, popular songs tend to
reside in my mind more often than religious
songs. I'm not sure why that is the case, but I suspect the brief, but intense life of most pop songs
fixes them in my mind. They are associated with
a specific season or month in my life. Songs that
I now hear on "classic rock" stations transport
me instantly to those thrilling days of yesteryear-high school.

A year ago I entered a time warp with a
buddy from college. We stopped into the Polish
Corner in downtown Oshkosh for a couple
brews after my installation. The juke box was set
on the summer of 1980. I say that imagining that
Sherman had set it for Mr. Peabody the way he
used to set the "Way Back Machine" on those
old cartoons. I'm not proud that the words to
the Charlie Daniels Band's "The Legend of
Wooley Swamp" come more easily to me than
those of the Nicene Creed, but they do, perhaps
because they have been set to music. It was a
little incongruous; here I was celebrating a new
start in my life and career, but the music was
pulling me back to cruising up and down Main
Street in Peoria, IL with WLS blaring from my
friend's car radio, and driving along Kickapoo
Creek Road because there was a dip that if you
hit it just right going about 70 miles an hour you
could get your car airborne and the days when a
new album by Billy Joel or Rush was the most
anticipated event for a month.
Recently I started trying to figure out why
specific songs came into my head at certain
times. "What is it about this song, that is making
me think of it?" Sometimes it was obvious, as
when I spent a week with the chorus of The
Thompson Twin's "Lies" going through my
head. Just seeing a certain colleague started
"Lies, lies, lies, yeah," coursing on my mental
tape loop.
Yesterday I awoke singing Linda Ronstadt's
"Blue Bayou." "Why am I stuck on this song
now? I haven't heard that song for months." I
drifted back to sleep, but not very deeply; it was
5 a.m. and our bedroom window faces east.
About 6:30 with the tune still meandering
through my mind, I sat bolt upright as these
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words strolled into my consciousness: " ... that
familiar sunrise through sleepy eyes . . . " Exactly.
Since May, it's been "that familiar sun rise"
that has been nudging me awake much much
too early.
I just did an informal poll without meaning
to. My church's bookkeeper is humming "Zoot
Suit Riot" because her daughter's grade school
band played it in a concert last night. The secretary has either "Whiskey on a Sunday" or "The
Unicorn" by the Irish Rovers as her constant
companion. Familiarity is a big part of this phenomenon, but I'm also convinced that our subconsciouses or the Holy Spirit is also at work.
When I first started in ministry I had a
Sunday morning routine that included listening
to The Call's "Let the Day Begin" exactly twice
before I left for church. I think of that song as a
modern version of Psalm 104. I especially like
the line "Here's to the preachers of the sacred
words," which strikes me as more mystical and
primitive than 'sacred Word." I needed mystical
and primitive first thing on Sunday morning. In
the car I'd put Guns and Roses's "Appetite for
Destruction" in the tape deck. "Welcome to the
Jungle" was exactly the same length as my commute. Invariably I'd turn in to the church
parking lot and wave to the Jenkins sisters as
Axl sang, 'I'm gonna watch you bleed!" I loved
the incongruity, but I also loved being reminded
that Christians live in a dangerous world. I used
music to set my mind on primitive danger
before leading worship. What does your minister listen to in the car?
Last year on my way to a Presbytery
meeting I was listening to 'Ultimate Funk,' fully
freak-ay hits from the '70s, on my car stereo. A
little north of Black Creek the highway patrol
pulled me over for doing 70 in a 55 zone.
"How's your driving record?"
"I think it's pretty good."
"What do you mean by that?"
"This is the first time I've been stopped in
Wisconsin," I said with Clintonesque honesty.
The patrolman took my license and verified my statement. He advised me to drive more
slowly and carefully, he only wanted the roads
to be safe for everyone. He was right, he was
doing his job. I drove more slowly. But I had to
take the tape out. I am convinced it is impossible
to drive 55 while listening to "Brick House" by
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the Commodores. And my '91 Mazda can't go
fast enough for the Rick James classic, "Super
Freak. "
Last week I bought another copy of this
tape for a friend who was facing her dissertation
defense. Now, I can't imagine what kind of stress
that would be but I figured that listening to 'Let
It Whip" might offer some perspective. I wrote
"You want to pass. But if you don't pass, you
want it to be because you couldn't get "Word
Up" out of your head, not because you didn' t
read enough books." She passed. And danced.
It is not only lyrics that prompt songs to
repeat on infinite mental tape loops. When I met
Dr. Barbara Sniffen, the bass line from "Driver's
Seat" a mid-chart hit for Sniff 'n' the Tears, came
into my head. Sniffen, Sniff 'n', get it? My
microwave hums at the same pitch as the
opening chord of The Beatles' "I Feel Fine." The
sound of cars hitting the cracks in the road in
front of my house mimics the opening of "Long
View" by Green Day. All of which prompts me
to ask two questions: How do I ever get anything
done? and Why can't I make my living by free
associating?
There really is something to discerning why
specific songs come into one's mind at certain
times. During the stress of my last job search a
song I can only remember hearing once became
a theme. Whenever I doubted whether leaving
was the right thing for me and my family
"Shakin' It Loose" by REO Speedwagon began
to play. Those are the only three words of the
song I know, but for some reason replaying them
confirmed my decision to seek another position.
When I heard a phone message from the chair of
the search committee where I am currently
serving inviting me to be a candidate for the
position, "believe in yourself, that's the way it
starts," popped into my head.
"Where have I heard that before?" I
thought and thought. Finally, it came to me,
twice every morning I heard those words as my
two year old and I watched '~thur' on PBS. For
the record, (OK, pun intended) it's by Ziggy
Marley and the Melody Makers.
About the only church song I ever get stuck
on is "Praise Ye the Lord, the Almighty." It came
to me once as I was hanging up the phone from
talking to a parishioner. I had called this person
with "an opportunity," which he had accepted

eagerly. Soon that song became my personal
song of celebration, displacing "0 Canada."
(No, I still haven't figured that one out.)
I have never been good at spiritual disciplines. My prayer life has always been of the
spontaneous "help me, help me, help me' or
"thank you, thank you, thank you" kind. Lately
I've begun praying the songs that play in my

head. Scripture tells us to "pray without ceasing"
(I Thessalonians 5 -17) and it also says that "we
do not know how to pray as we ought, but that
very same Spirit intercedes with sighs too deep
for words." [Romans 8 :26] If the Holy Spirit can
shape my sighs into prayers, think what it can do
with "Mustang Sally!"
Amen. f

They're eggs nobody wants :snow
all day falling from their nest
and these waves broken in half
-it's so long since I sang
-1 forgot how a word, one
then another, another and I am flying
taking hold a mountain, somehow the top
then stars -even the drowned
will rise to the surface
looking for air and the cold
-all winter this sea kept warm
-some bomber ditched, its engines left on
-four small furnaces and still forging wings
from bottom sand, shaped the way each wave
still lifts the Earth, then tries again
-each year the sea made warmer
by those same fires every mother
nurses with soft words :this snow
growing strong, already senses
the flight back as lullabies -my mouth
can't close, a monster eating snow, my lips
swollen from water and cold and loneliness
-someone inside my belly
has forgotten the word I need to say
or sing or both my arms into the sea
feeding and feeding and feeding.

Simon Perchik

Mary Todd. Authority Vested: A
Story of Identity and Change in the
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.
Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2000.
The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod (LCMS) can be a frustrating place, especially for those
who support the expansion of
women's ministries. Never have its
women been free to exercise all of
their spiritual gifts. Indeed, not
until 1969 could they even vote in
congregational meetings (surveys
taken in the mid-1980s revealed
that, until recently, a full 20o/o of
LCMS congregations continued to
bar their female members from
voting in church). The LCMS is run
by men. In fact, it is dominated by
male clergy, who often do business
in the manner of an old boys club.
The laity have little influence, let
alone the lay women, whose
strengths are too often treated as
more of a threat than a gift to the
church.
Historian Mary Todd of Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.)
finds this situation reprehensible.
But as the daughter of an LCMS
pastor who served his church faithfully for fifty years, she is not about
to jump ship. She maintains a
strong sense of loyalty to the
denomination that nurtured her
faith, though a loyalty that is conflicted by feelings of anger and even
despair.
In a book that began as her
doctoral thesis at the University of
Illinois at Chicago, Todd offers a
history of the LCMS with a special
focus on the issue of authority,
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shedding light on the theoretical
framework supporting Missouri's
male leadership. Beginning with its
roots in the German Lutheranism
of the early nineteenth century, she
narrates the history of the Missouri
Synod up to the present.
She covers all the major developments: the initial migration of
Saxon Lutherans under the dictatorial Bishop Martin Stephan, whose
self-serving leadership nearly
destroyed the fledgling community;
the reclamation efforts of the more
diplomatic Pastor C. F. W. Walther,
the founding president in 184 7 of
The German Evangelical Lutheran
Synod of Missouri, Ohio, and other
States (renamed the LCMS during
its centennial anniversary in 1947);
consolidation and development
under men such as Walther and
Franz Pieper; the transition to worship in English in response to the
pressures of World War I; the Brief
Statement of 1932 and its doctrine
of biblical inerrancy; debates over
women's suffrage during the
middle of the twentieth century;
and the ugly Seminex controversy
of the early 1970s.
As Todd admits, she has not
written a comprehensive history of
the LCMS. She has sketched a summary of this history, rather, in support of her analysis of Missouri's
struggle with the problem of ecclesiastical authority. As Todd contends, concern with authority-the
authority of the Bible, the authority
of the clergy, the authority of local
congregations-has lain at the
center of LCMS identity since the
beginning. And the failure of the
LCMS to deal consistently with this

issue has proved the single most
serious obstacle to a reasonable discussion of women's ministry.
Todd devotes herself primarily
to the ecclesiological aspects of this
struggle, charting the fluctuations
of Missouri's doctrines of Christian
ministry and ministerial authority.
Her central argument is that
"ambivalence over definition and
doctrine of ministry has required
[the LCMS] to adjust its theology
each time it has been suggested that
women might serve in quasi-public
ministry. . . . Because it does not
have a clearly articulated understanding of the nature of public
ministry, the synod has repeatedly
had to redefine what it means by
mtmstry, what it means by
authority, and what that redefinition means for women in the
church" (5). In a denomination that
Todd describes as both a "male
church" (263) and
a "clergy
church" (260), one constitutionally
ill-disposed to an open mind with
regard to women, reasoned
responses to these suggestions of
women's ministry have been hard
to come by.
Another aspect of Todd's
argument pertains to the doctrine
of biblical inerrancy, or the notion
that all the teachings of Scripture
are completely true. In her view,
this doctrine represents a departure
from Missouri's historic position
(in which she intimates that the
"infallibility" of the Word has been
affirmed but the "inerrancy" of the
Bible has not been featured), and
that it has proved singularly responsible for keeping women out of the
pulpit. She writes, "adherence to

verbal scriptural inerrancy guarantees that the pastoral office will
remain filled by men alone, because
the authoritative texts the church
uses to support its position insist
that women keep silent in the
church and exercise no authority
over men" (2). Todd argues further
that it was with the adoption in
1932 of Franz Pieper's Brief Statement of the Doctrinal Position of
the Missouri Synod that this "fundamentalist" (5 and passim) doctrine was first owned by the denomination, and that its approval signaled a "narrowing of [Missouri's]
confessional base" (140) that set the
stage for the Seminex debacle forty
years later.
From a historiographical point
of view, this book leaves a bit to be
desired, for Todd's palpable disappointment with her church has
yielded a somewhat skewed historical narrative. Few would agree that
synodical teaching has proved as
plastic as she suggests. And the
notion that its plasticity with regard
to authority has had mainly to do
with men's fears of women's ministry will strike many as exaggerated and tendentious. Many men in
the LCMS have overreacted to
Christian feminism. But others
have responded as faithfully as they
knew how. Todd appears to suffer
from the same reactionary tendencies as the LCMS leadership when
she suggests that the Synod's theologians have engaged in ecclesiological shell games simply to keep
progressive LCMS women down.
While Missouri has indeed proved
inconsistent on the issue of
authority, so have most other
Protestant denominations, not least
the ones that already ordain
women.
Further, attempts to dismiss
biblical inerrancy as an idiosyncratic fundamentalist (or scholastic)

hangup, though now quite popular,
do not comport well with church
history. Before the modern era,
most Christians affirmed the full
truthfulness of the Bible. And at the
dawn of the Church's third millennium, millions of Christians still do
(mostly Catholics and evangelicals)-a surprising number of these
supporting women's public ministry as well. Happily, the Christian
Church is not Missouri writ large.
Despite such problems, however, Todd's story remains a very
engaging read, one that should generate lively discussion for years to
come. Whether they like this book
or not, Missouri Synod Lutherans
will benefit from Todd's courageous witness against their suppression of the Holy Spirit in women's
souls. Professional historians will
appreciate Todd's interaction with
themes and sources outside the
usual canon of American Lutheran
historical scholarship (though
Todd's interaction with such
sources is meager, it is very effective, and all-too-unusual for a
Lutheran historian of American
Christianity). And all will profit
from Todd's insightful, and particularly useful, historical analysis of
the problems faced by Protestant
women of all kinds attempting to
speak with religious authority in
ecclesiologically challenged church
traditions.
Douglas A. Sweeney

Stephen G. Post. More Lasting
Unions: Christianity, the Family,
and Society. Grand Rapids, William
B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2000.
With the election season now
in full-swing, the 'family values'
debate has once again heated up,
political rivals disputing over who
best defines, discerns and defends
the interests of the American family.
The debate rages, touching on such
diverse topics as abortion, taxation
policy, feminism, utopian childrearing theories, homosexuality,
and divorce (or, in the mind of Al
Gore, more centrally focussed upon
Social Security and national
health). Social conservatives argue
that the traditional family is essential to social stability and ought to
enjoy political privileges while
social liberals counter-claim that
any such privileging is an erosion of
the political commitment to personal freedom. The debate is as
interesting as it is irresolvable. That
the debate does not go away is a
sign of the abiding interest in issues
related to the well-being of the
family. Considering such cultural
indicators as the surprising interest
in Wing to Wing; Oar to Oar, a new
reader on courtship and marriage
edited by Amy and Leon Kass of the
University of Chicago, we may be
tempted to draw the conclusion
that that there is a renewed appreciation for the traditional marriage.
In the book More Lasting Unions:
Christianity, the Family, and
Society, Stephen G. Post, professor
of religion, philosophy and biomedical ethics at Case Western
Reserve University in Cleveland,
offers everything from social scientific data to theological arguments
to encourage and direct a reclamation of the traditional family.
In my reading, Post makes
three important moves. First,

drawing on practical studies and
theological reasoning, Post argues
that, rightly understood, traditional
marriage ought to be preserved.
This is not, as it may appear, an easy
case to make, though Post does a
more than adequate job of making
the case for monogamy and lifelong unions. The second move, also
deceptively straight-forward, is to
convince the reader that because
marriage ought to be permanent, it
can be permanent. The difficulty in
backing this assertion is largely
practical, and becomes most evident in trying to convince one who
has decided to file for divorce that
the church has the moral and spiritual resources for him or her to
remain in a difficult marriage. In a
good many instances people intent
on divorce claim to believe in the
general principle of life-long unions
but go on to argue that the general
principle does not apply to their
particular circumstances.
The third move is, in my estimation, the most interesting, original and suggestive. Post is clearly
not intent on merely preserving
marriages for just any reason.
There are, after all, good reasons to
reject the permanence of the family
when this permanence is built on
unjust or untrue assumptions. For
Post, life-long unions ought to be
preserved because the family is the
essential institution to resist the
destructive culture of independence
by caring for those who are forced
to exist in dependence. Concisely
put, in the world today, the 'dependent' must depend on the family for
justice. The stable family is the last
best refuge for those whose very
personhood is continually called
into question and even now denied.
For Post, it is not so much that the
family ought be preserved as the
family ought be prepared to lavish
and spend its moral deposit on the
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dependent victims of our culture.
Who then are these victims of
the culture? First of all, the children
of divorced parents. It appears to
many that married couplesincluding Christian couples-have
few compelling reasons to stay
together. We have not exactly abandoned the idea of marriage so much
as we have have redefined its telos.
For all sorts of reasons the measure
of a successful marriage has shifted
from self-sacrifice to self-fulfillment. As such, it is increasingly
implausible to sacrifice the hope of
self-fulfillment by staying in an
'unhappy' marriage, even for the
benefit of the children. In order to
expedite this pursuit of self-centered ends, we enlist a chorus of
social scientists to convince us that
children are neither hurt by divorce
nor helped by stable unions. It may
not be that this chorus of social scientists is changing its tune; it is true,
though, that this chorus is much
less willing to sing only its old part.
Whereas social scientists were hesitant to acknowledge the negative
social consequences of divorce on
children, they now acknowledge a
causal relationship between divorce
and the rise in childhood depression, domestic violence, and the
inability of children of divorce to
establish stable relationships. While
I'm not convinced that social scientific data has all that much value for
moral arguments, it is helpful, I
suppose, to see the old myths about
the non detrimental effects of
divorce challenged, leaving us to
face afresh the problems caused by
the failure of marriage and the
breakup of the family.
In Post's moral vision, the
stable family is the most effective
refuge for the victims of our culture. The Christian family is where
we first learn and experience the
counter-cultural truth that sacrifice

is central to the completion and not
the depletion of our lives. The mystery of sacrifice is that it creates a
moral reserve that may now be
spent on those outside of the family,
those who make up the growing
numbers of the 'unwanted'. Post's
chapters on adoption and intensive
family care-giving are a rich discussion of two important ways that
Christians might spend this moral
reserve on those who are at the near
and far spectrums of life. It is a discussion that also moves the reader
to contemplate what kind of person
one must be to be capable of adoption and intensive family care.
Without blinking at the very real
problems that adoption and intensive care present, he demonstrates
the beauty and promise of these
sacrificial practices on behalf of the
'unwanted' victims of a selfish culture.
In the final chapter Post provides an even-handed discussion of
the crucial conflict between "the
powerful responsibilities of a family
life with important commitments to
the Christian ideal of universal
agape." While being even-handed
is, in most cases, a virtue, I think
Post misses a crucial opportunity to
examine a possible cause of the
moral disorder which is manifested
in unstable and impermanent families. It is at least an interesting thesis
that this disorder embodies the
error of having turned from the
particular and preferential love of
family to the disembodied abstraction of universal love. We have
found it easier to love humankind
while disregarding our own children. Perhaps, however, divorce
reflects a kind of moral sloth
implicit in a universal love that
need not attend to the habits, disciplines, communities, and practices
that are necessary to maintain particular loves. Divorce is, perhaps, a

sure sign of an inordinate love for
abstraction over embodied persons,
a defining action of those who love
a happiness they cannot see rather
than loving the spouses and children whom they can see. Because
our culture is adept at fudging the
difference between reality and virtual reality, we must turn to the
concrete and the particular. Post
certainly understands this and has
written a book that helps the
church focus on the particular
expressions of love in the traditional family, which, in turn is to
extend beyond the family, to the
church, and to the outermost parts
of the world.
Post has written a good
resource book, as he cites an
impressive array of ethical and
social scientific resources and succeeds in offering the beginning of
arguments that are very suggestive.
A fault that one cannot overlook is
that readers will need to work hard
to connect the parts of the argument to gain a sense of the whole.
This being said, I must stress that
the benefits of the book outweigh
its weaknesses, and even now
wonder if the 'weakness' of the
combination of strong assertions
and incomplete arguments might
not make this text very useful for
seminars in basic Christian ethics.
David Weber

booklines
Something new this year. Our
idea is to make readers aware of
books which are worthy of attention but which will not receive a full
book review in The Cresset. Some
of the reasons these worthy books
don't receive the full review have to
do with finitude and fallenness.
There simply isn't enough time to

read everything worthy of note,
and to write about it. Or sometimes
I give a book to a reviewer and
that's the last I hear of either book
or reviewer. But at other times we
rediscover a book and we are
reminded and we want to remind
others just how good the rediscovered book is. New books, old
books, Booklines is about what
some of us are reading, or wish we
were reading.
Vikram Seth's An Equal Music
(Vintage Books 2000) was finally
released in paperback last spring.
This story of a violinist, his borrowed violin, a string quartet and a
rediscovered lover is a fascinating
and beautiful tale. Seth's ear for
music is as sensitive as his ear for
language. String quartets embody
much of what is wonderful and difficult about our lives with others, as
An Equal Music ably displays. I
know of few books so telling as they
remind us of the gifts of sound, of
hearing, of music and language.
Ted Cohen, philosopher at the
University of Chicago, is another
expert student of language. Cohen
listens to and tells jokes, and his
jokes: Philosophical Thoughts on
Joking Matters (University of
Chicago Press, 1999) is a superb
collection of jokes and their
meaning. Cohen reflects upon the
audiences of jokes-what must be
in place for jokes to work with a
particular audience-and their
tellers, and the subject matter of
jokes, in particular Jewish jokes and
jokes about death and life's
apparent absurdities. His brief
book concludes with a completely
unsatisfying look at the morality
and propriety of jokes. Cohen concludes that we ought not to look for
some grand moral theory in light of
which we can morally evaluate
jokes. Moral disapprobation and
the expression of disapprobation is

appropriate; not so the attempt to
explain and justify one's disapprobation. Still, one can learn a lot
about jokes from Cohen's jokes.
And one can learn a lot of very
good jokes.
Another fine little book is
Theodore Zeldin's Conversation:
How Talk Can Change Our Lives
(Hiddenspring 2000). The book
would work better as an audiobook, I think; it is a collection of
BBC radio talks delivered several
years ago. But the illustrations are
nice and the book is handsome, a
good start from a new Paulist Press
imprint. Zeldin argues that conversation is essential for the well-being
of persons, and that currently we
are poorly equipped for good conversation. The book is suggestive
and deeply humane. Comprehensive universities like my own might
do well to reflect upon the good of
conversation in a context in which
students continue to opt out of as
many non-professional courses as
they can. Zeldin's book is a helpful,
although not terribly profound,
guide into the conversation.
Most profound and helpful is
the new series of books published
by the University of Notre Dame
Press, The Ethics of Everyday Life.
The authors of these collected readings-Richard John Neuhaus,
editor-in-chief of First Things, Amy
and Leon Kass of the University of
Chicago, Timothy Fuller of Colorado College and Gilbert
Meilaender and Mark Schwehn of
Valparaiso University-have met
for study and conversation over the
last half dozen years to explore and
discuss aspects of the goodness of
ordinary life. Readers of these volumes will be well-prepared for
many valuable conversations of
their own. The largest and the
smallest volumes are perhaps the
most counter-cultural, the Kasses's

Wing to Wing, Oar to Oar: Readings
on Courting and Marrying and
Neuhaus's The Eternal Pity: Reflections on Dying. Meilaender's
Working: Its Meaning and Its
Limits, and Schwehn's Everyone a
Teacher, as well as Fuller's Leading
and Leadership, draw upon an
impressive array of sources to aid
our reflections. There is little to
criticize in the series, but the Uni-

versity of Notre Dame Press must
have gone out of its way to design
dustjackets that students would
find unappealing. So, remove the
dustjacket before you give the book
to your student friends for some of
the most enriching reading they
will soon encounter.
TDK
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The Cresset has just learned that film columnist Fredrick Barton has been announced as
the winner of the William Faulkner Society Creative Writing prize in the novel category for
his novel House Divided. Congratulations, Rick!
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on coversReligion and art are two very difficult things to define. One way of going about that task, however, is to focus
on what they do, that is, to ask how people use them and what people say using them is good for. Of special interest
is what religion and art accomplish together. Sally Promey, an art historian at the University of Maryland, and I took
this approach when we organized an exhibition of religious visual culture now on view at the Brauer Museum of Art
(traveling to the Gallery of the American Bible Society in New York in November). The objects shown on the front and
back covers of this issue of The Cresset appear in the exhibition and are excellent examples of the cultural operation
of religion in the form of objects and images.
In keeping with our interest in the function of objects, we've scrutinized religious images and objects by asking
what role they play in visual practice. Religion can be defined by concentrating on texts that tell us what religion is.
This is clearly important, especially in the "religions of the Book," Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. But it's not the
only way of understanding a religion. Texts, after all, are made to speak to believers in practices of reading, study,
teaching, and preaching, and these activities in each of the Abrahamic faiths often make important use of images or
other visual forms such as calligraphy. The sumptuously adorned Arabic text from the Qur'an on the back cover, produced by calligrapher I man Drammeh in 1988, is the sort of item one finds in many Muslim homes. There the textthis one from the final chapter of the Our' an titled "The Chapter ofthe People" -admonishes family members and
guests to honor God, his prophet, and the Qur'an itself as the written revelation of God to Muhammed. In particular,
this text encourages believers to take refuge in the Lord from the menace of evil whisperings and sentiments. Such
calligraphic texts are often displayed in the home as markers of the direction toward Mecca, which is to be faced by
the devout in prayer each day.
On the front cover is another image used widely in the home. Produced by Currier & Ives for Catholic immigrants
to the United States during the second half of the nineteenth century, this lithograph of the Sacred Heart of Mary was
a much prized image of the compassionate mother of Jesus. Mary. displays a roseate, flaming heart, pierced by the
sorrow of her son's suffering and death, but glowing as the maternal conduit of divine love. As the vessel of the incarnate Lord, Mary enjoyed unique favor. Her access to Jesus made her a powerful advocate for anyone in need of assistance. The open gesture of Mary's left hand and the way she bares her heart with her right hand signify her merciful
and benevolent disposition. Often paired with the Sacred Heart of Jesus, this image presented Mary as the graceful
vehicle of Christ's grace. The English, French, and Spanish versions of the print's title indicate the wide audience
among new immigrants which Currier & Ives sought for the image. Designed for use in the home, business, or church
interior, the print would have assured Catholic newcomers to the United States that the faith was intact and that
despite the radical changes in their lives, Mary remained the bulwark of Catholic faith, particularly in a new land
where the prevailing form of Christianity was Protestantism .
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